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Pursuant to the Director’s instructions on 5/14/74 for /

the Office of Planning and Evaluation (OPE) to conduct a complete analysis /

of the FBI’s conduct of the Watergate and related investigations the , j{
enclosed study has been prepared. The General Investigative Division l

v

participated in major portions of this study. n

In view of the immense scope of the Watergate investigations,

it was necessary for OPE to narrow the focus of this analysis to those

areas of the investigations which have caused critical commentary relating

to the Bureau’s performance. Therefore, the OPE staff undertook a review

of selected materials which provided a comprehensive cross section of

commentary regarding these investigations. The materials reviewed
included ’’White House Transcripts”, proceedings of the Senate Watergate

Committee; confirmation testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee
on the nomination of L. Patrick Gray III to be FBI Director, Earl J.

Silbert to be U. S. Attorney for the District of Columbia, and William D.

Ruckelshaus to be Deputy Attorney General. Numerous books and articles

relating to the Watergate matters were also reviewed. In addition, Inspection

reports, summary memoranda, and selected file materials were reviewed

and analyzed as to content.
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Memorandum to The Director
RE: WATERGATE INVESTIGATION -

OPE ANALYSIS

After the conclusion of this review process OPE was able
to define fifteen general areas of criticism which encompassed essentially

the entire range of responsible public commentary on the Bureau’s
involvement in the Watergate matters. These fifteen areas of criticism

are as follows:

2 .

3.
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personnel; submitting copies and/or reports of the FBI
investigative results to Dean, and clearing proposed investi-

gative activity through Dean.

Failure to interview all CRP employees re Watergate;
delay in reviewing CRP files; CRP attorneys sitting in

on FBI interview of CRP employees, and CRP attorneys
hoirinrr oaaacc Ia TPUT filo mofAninl

1115 ovvvqo vv x JJJi me/ matoi lai*

Delay and/or failure to obtain access to and account for

contents of Howard Hunt’s desk and safe at the White House.

4. Failure to fully explore all possible ramifications of

Watergate matter with subjects, suspects and potential

material witnesses.

5.

6 .

7

Delay or failure to interview several individuals re monies
and/or checks found in possession of defendants or having
been deposited to their bank accounts.

Failure to obtain and execute search warrants for search
of original five subjects’ homes, offices and automobiles.

Failure to identify and interview persons listed in

address books, notebooks, et cetera, which were seized
and determined to be the property of the 7 original subjects.
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I

8. Alleged failure to detect and remove ,TbugM from the

telephone of Spencer Oliver in the Democratic National

Committee Headquarters.

9. Failure to promptly and thoroughly investigate alleged

election law violations by Segretti and others associated

with CRP or the White House.

10. Alleged activities by former Acting Director Gray to limit,

contain or obstruct FBI investigation of Watergate matter.

11. Alleged leaks of Watergate investigative results to news
media. Congress or other unauthorized parties by Bureau
personnel.

12. Failure to interview or inadequacy of interview with certain

White House officials (Haldeman, Colson, Chapin, et cetera).

13. Alleged activities on part of Department of Justice officials

to limit, contain, or obstruct FBI investigation (Kleindienst,

Petersen, Silbert, et cetera).

14. Alleged attempt by CIA officials to interfere, contain or
impede FBI Watergate investigation.

15. Alleged activities on part of White House officials to limit,

contain or obstruct FBI Watergate investigation. (Dean,
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson, et cetera).

General Investigative Division was furnished the 15 areas of

criticism along with references as to origin and was requested to provide
OPE with the following:

-3- CONTINUED - OVER
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(1) A brief summary of the investigative activity conducted

which gave rise to the criticism.

(2) General Investigative Division’s appraisal of the validity

of the criticism and how it might have been avoided.

(3) Any changes of policy that have resulted from such
criticism.

(4) General Investigative Division’s instructions (brief summary)
to the field relating to any of the above cited matters.

(5) Citations to file materials and communications which sub-
stantiate the Bureau’s position in each of the areas mentioned
above.

After receipt of General Investigative Division’s information
(set forth in Section IV of the study), the position of the Bureau in regard to

each area of criticism was analyzed by OPE and where indicated original

file materials were reviewed. The results of the overall OPE analysis

are set forth in Section V of the study.

The enclosed study is lengthy, however, it is designed
to provide ready reference to particular problem areas as well as an over-

view of the investigation. The table of contents has been designed to pro-
vide sufficient detail so that specific activities and/or subject matters can
be succinctly reviewed.

OBSERVATIONS

Certain aspects of the FBI’s investigative effort in the

Watergate affair have received adverse commentary or publicity. A care-
ful review of the basis for these criticisms reveals them to be largely

groundless or beyond the control of the Bureau. There can be no question
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that the actions of former Attorney Generals Mitchell and Kleindienst
served to thwart and/or impede the Bureau fs investigative effort. The
actions of John W. Dean at the White House and Jeb S. Magruder at the

Committee to Re-Elect the President were purposefully designed to mis-
lead and thwart the Bureau’s legitimate line of inquiry. At every stage

of the investigation there were contrived covers placed in order to mislead
the investigators.

In spite of the most serious impediments posed in this

investigation
, the professional approach used by the Bureau and the

perseverance of our investigative personnel were the ultimate key to the
solution of not only the Watergate break-in but the cover up itself.

Those most closely associated with the Bureau T
s efforts

including Acting U. S. Attorney Earl Silbert, Assistant Attorney General
Henry Petersen, former Acting Director Ruckelshaus and the Special
Prosecutor’s Office have on several occasions praised the Bureau’s
investigative performance in these cases. The direction given to Bureau
investigations by the U. S. Attorney fs Office and the Criminal Division
of the Department of Justice has been the subject of much criticism due to
a clear intent to initially steer away from political issues. Acting U. S.

Attorney Silbert and Assistant Attorney General Petersen have borne the
brunt of most of this criticism. The FBI followed well established

Departmental policies in these areas and did vigorously pursue cases
when requested to do so by the Department and/or the Special Prosecutor.
All information developed indicating any possible violations of Federal
law was properly referred to the Department.

In OPE’s view the Bureau has a legitimate and compelling
defense in all but three of the areas of criticism. In these three areas
the facts must speak for themselves as no adequate explanation can be
rendered due to the circumstances involved.

-5- CONTINUED - OVER
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These areas are as follows:

a. The actions and activities of former Acting Director Gray.

The actions of Mr. Gray have been fully investigated
and reported to the Special Prosecutor’s Office. No
further action appears warranted by the Bureau in this

area.

b. The possibility of information having been leaked from
FBI personnel.

There are indications that certain Bureau materials
relating to the Watergate matters were leaked. This
is the subject of a continuing Inspection Division
inquiry and has not been further pursued by OPE.

c. The alleged failure to detect an electronic "bug" in a
search of the Democratic Watergate Headquarters.

The possibility of Bureau personnel overlooking or
failing to detect an electronic device during a search
of the Democratic National Committee Headquarters
cannot be disproven. Our personnel say they could
not have overlooked such a device, but responsible
authorities cite facts and circumstances leading them
to believe that the Bureau personnel failed to detect a
"bugging device" planted by James McCord. There
appears to be no way of resolving this dispute and the
Bureau’s position has been formally stated to the
Department of Justice.

-6 - CONTINUED - OVER
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The Bureaus position relative to the total activities

involved in the Watergate investigations can be strongly defended as the

enclosed study indicates. OPE believes that the information and documentation
contained in this study thoroughly demonstrate the high caliber of investigative

effort and professional conduct of Bureau personnel involved in the Watergate
matters.

ACTION:

For information.
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FBI WATERGATE INVESTIGATION

OPE ANALYSIS

L PREDICATION:

The Office of Planning and Evaluation (OPE) undertook

a study and analysis of the Bureau’s Watergate and related investigations

based upon the Director’s instructions issued by memorandum dated

May 14, 1974. In this memorandum the Director noted that recent

revelations have newly introduced certain circumstances which may have

a bearing on subsequent efforts to support the Bureau’s investigative

effort in the Watergate and related matters. He instructed OPE to pre-

pare a complete analysis of the situation in order that the full ramifica-

tions be determined and discussed.



n. SCOPE OF OPE STUDY:

In view of the immense volume of the Watergate investi-

gation, it was necessary for OPE to narrow the focus of this analysis to

those areas of the investigation which have caused critical commentary

in the Executive Branch, Congress, courts and the news media. In order

to detect and identify specific areas of critical commentary relating to

the Bureau’s performance in the Watergate and related investigations,

the OPE staff undertook a review of selected materials which would pro-

vide a comprehensive cross section of commentary regarding these investi

gations. Material reviewed to ascertain the most comment on specific

criticisms included the following:

(1) Submission of Recorded Presidential Conversations to

the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Repre
sentatives by President Richard Nixon, April 30, 19

Report of Proceedings Held Before Senate Judiciary
Committee re Nomination of Earl J. Silbert to be
U. S. Attorney for the District of Columbia.

Senate Watergate Hearings.

A Piece of Tape: The Watergate Story: Fact and Fiction
by James W. McCord, Jr.

All the President’s Men, by Carl Bernstein and Bob
Woodward.

Watergate: The Full Inside Story, by Lewis Chester, et al
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(7) The Judge Who Tried Harder by George V. Higgins in

The Atlantic Magazine
,
April 1974.

(8) Report of Hearings Held Before Senate Judiciary Committee
re Nomination oi L. Patrick Gray m to be Director of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation.

(9) Watergate: Chronology oi A Crisis ; (2 volumes) by
The Congressional Quarterly:

Numerous news media articles were also reviewed. In

addition, summary memoranda prepared during the course of the investi-

gation by both the Washington Field Office (WFO) and the General Investi-

gative Division were reviewed. The results of previous Inspection Division

reviews of the Watergate investigation were also analyzed. Only those

cases directly relating to the Watergate burglary, the cover up of the

burglary, the activities of the ’’White House Plumbers” group and illegal

campaign activities have been incorporated within this analysis.

Cases such as the ’’ITT” matter, the ’’milk fund” case,

and the Vesco case are not included as they preceded the Watergate

activities and are not directly connected with Watergate matters.

After the conclusion of the review process set forth supra

OPE was able to define fifteen general areas of criticism which encompassed

essentially the entire range of responsible public commentary on the

Bureau’s involvement in and investigation of the Watergate matters.

-3 -
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These fifteen areas of criticism, which are set forth in Section V infra,

were then referred to the General Investigative Division with appropriate

references to the origin of criticism. The General Investigative Division

03
was requested to provide OPE with the following information:

(1) A brief summary of the investigative activity conducted
which gave rise to the criticism.

(2) General Investigative Division’s appraisal of the validity

of the criticism and how it might have been avoided.

(3) Any changes of policy that have resulted from such
criticism.

(4) General Investigative Division’s instructions (brief summary)
to the field relating to any of the above cited matters.

(5) Citations to file materials and communications which sub-
stantiate the Bureau’s position in each of the areas mentioned
above.

After receipt of the above cited information, the position of

the Bureau in regard to each area of criticism was carefully reviewed by

OPE and where indicated original file materials were reviewed. There-

after an analysis of the situation in each of the specified areas was con-

ducted. The results of this analysis are set forth in Section V of this paper.

In order to place the complex events surrounding this most

extensive case in proper perspective, this paper includes a summary of

past audits of the investigation and an appendix designed to provide ready

reference to data relating to Watergate matters.

- 4-
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III. PREVIOUS AUDITS AND INSPECTION REVIEWS

From the outset of the Watergate investigation these cases

have received the highest priority of supervision and direction, both in the

Field and at the Headquarters level. Initial instructions to various field

offices involved were transmitted telephonically by FBIHQ supervisors.

These instructions were to give this case immediate priority attention

under the personal supervision of the SAC. A "Personal Attention" airtei

was sent from Headquarters on June 20, 1972, to all field offices having

outstanding leads. This airtei stated in part as follows:

"This will confirm instructions to appropriate offices that

all logical investigation is to receive immediate attention

under the personal direction of SACs by as many SAs as
are needed to insure absolute, thorough, immediate,
imaginative investigation is conducted in this case. All

leads are to be set out by telephone or teletype as appro-
priate. Bureau is to be aware of all leads.

"**

Throughout this investigation there has been very close

scrutiny of all aspects of the cases developed by the SACs of the field

offices involved and by various components of the Headquarters super-

visory staff. The Accounting and Fraud Section of the General Investi-

gative Division has had the Headquarters supervisory responsibility

for most of the Watergate and related matters investigation; however,

Explanatory notes and documentation appear in Appendix (C) of this paper

- 5 -
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violations of election laws have been supervised by the Civil Rights Section

and the operation of the ’’Plumbers” ^ and Daniel Ellsberg matters have

been supervised by the Intelligence Division. In August, 1973, a Watergate

Special Matters Unit was established within the Accounting and Fraud

Section to afford intensive Headquarters review and coordination of

Watergate investigative matters and to handle liaison with the Special

Prosecutor's Office.

In addition to the intensive supervision that these cases

have been given by SACs in the Field and by Headquarters supervisors

and officials they have also been subjected to close review by the

Inspection Division. During the inspection of WFO, March 8-27, 1973,

the Watergate investigations were reviewed. No errors of substance

were detected and no formal suggestions were rendered by the Inspection

Staff. During the inspection of the General Investigative Division,

July 30 - August 10, 1973, Watergate investigative matters and the

Headquarter’s supervision and coordination of these matters were closejy

reviewed. The inspection determined that the investigations were being

vigorously and properly pursued, and were being afforded maximum

direction and control. No errors of substance were detected or formal

investigative suggestions rendered. ^

On May 22, 1973, former Acting Director William D.

Ruckelshaus instructed that an analysis of allegations concerning the

- 6 -



possible involvement by former Acting Director L. Patrick Gray m in

actions to cover up, impede, or delay the Bureau's Watergate investigation

be undertaken. 4 The Inspection Division was assigned this task with the

assistance of the Office of Legal Counsel.

On May 23, 1973, Mr. Carl Eardley, Executive Assistant

to then Acting Director Ruckelshaus, who had been given the responsibility

of conducting a thorough analysis of the Bureau’s Watergate investigations,

posed a series of thirty questions to Bureau officials concerning the initial

handling of the case and the related activities of Mr. Gray. ® Based upon

this series of questions the Inspection Division separated its inquiry into

two distinct phases as follows:

A. Publicized Allegations Concerning Former Acting
Director L. Patrick Gray III.

B. Pertinent Events at Initial Stages of Case and
Questions Relative Thereto Posed by Mr. Eardley.

Mr. Eardley’s questions were primarily based upon an

informal log relating to the Watergate case maintained by then Assistant

Director Bates. This log recorded events relating to the Watergate

investigation involving Mr. Bates from June 21, 1972, to July 6, 1972.

The Inspection Division coordinated the preparation of responses to

Mr. Eardley’s questions and furnished the facts to Acting Director

Ruckelshaus by letterhead memorandum dated June 7, 1973. ® This

document which is captioned ’’Watergate - Events at Initial Stage of

Case” was furnished to the Special Prosecutor’s Office on June 7, 1973,

and completed phase B of the Inspection Division review.

- 7 -



The Inspection Division completed its analysis of the

activities of former Acting Director Gray on June 26, 1973. Ten specific

allegations were addressed in the analysis set forth in a memorandum

which is twelve pages in length. The most significant aspect of the

Inspection staff’s analysis appears to be the following observations:

”ln considering possible impediments to obtaining the

full facts of the Watergate case the furnishing of numerous

FBI reports and other communications by Gray to Dean must

be considered. . . It is true there is no evidence in the files

indicating this action by Gray impeded our investigation from

an investigator’s standpoint. Access by Dean to our investi-

gation would logically indicate to him what information had

been developed and which would enable him to work out strategy

to cover up the case. Likewise, the destruction by Gray of

documents apparently furnished him from Hunt’s safe would

have impeded the investigation although this cannot be stated

positively since we do not know what specific material he

destroyed, if any.

On April 10, 1974, the Inspection Division’s analysis of

Mr. Gray’s activities relating to the Watergate investigation were

iuruisnea io me special prosecutor s uniee aiong wim az omer tmreau
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documents.® These documents were furnished to the Special Pro-

secutor’s Office based upon a formal request received March 19, 1974,

for copies of memoranda prepared during 1973 dealing with possible

violations of law by L. Patrick Gray m.

-9 -
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IV. AREAS OF CRITICISM AND COMMENTS

1. Allowing John Dean to sit in on interviews of White House

personnel; submitting copies and/or reports of the FBI investigative

results to Dean, and clearing proposed investigative activity through

Dean. 3

COMMENTS: On June 19, 1972, WFO by teletype requested authority to

interview Charles W. Colson since information had been developed that

Hunt had worked for Colson at the White House. On June 22, 1972,

Mr. Gray telephonically authorized then Assistant Director Bates to

have WFO contact John Dean to set up interview with Colson. Dean sub-

sequently indicated he would sit in on interviews of White House personnel

and all requests for investigation at the White House had to be cleared

through him.

Criticism of FBI interviews in the presence of Dean and

clearing proposed investigative activities through him is justified.

However, there appeared no alternative to WFO and to the Accounting ,

and Fraud Section to following this procedure since the decision concerning

this apparently had been made between Mr. Gray and Dean, and neither

Bureau supervisors nor field agents were in a position to overrule

decisions of the Acting Director.

With respect to the submitting of copies of FBI reports

to Dean, this is probably the most serious blunder from an investigative

- 10 -
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standpoint made by Mr. Gray. The facts concerning this development

became known outside Mr. Gray’s staff for the first time on February 5,

1973. This is long after the substantive investigation into the Democratic

National Committee Headquarters (DNCH) break-in was completed and,

in fact, was after the trial of those originally implicated was completed.

While Dean’s role as the master manipulator of the cover up was unknown

and, in fact, the cover up itself was unknown during the investigation,

obviously the furnishing to Dean by Mr. Gray of our reports allowed

Dean the total opportunity to plan a course of action to thwart the FBI’s

investigation and grand jury inquiry. There was no way that FBI

personnel could have avoided this situation since it was unknown that

Mr. Gray was furnishing the reports to Dean.

The principal lesson to be learned from this is that rarely

should we conduct interviews in the presence of an attorney and never

should we allow the same attorney to sit in on all interviews relative to

a certain situation. Further, FBI reports should be disseminated only

to the prosecutor and certainly never to the White House.

- 11 -
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2. Failure to interview all Committee to Re-Elect the

President (CRP) employees re Watergate; delay in reviewing CRP

files; CRP attorneys sitting in on FBI interview of CRP employees,

and CRP attorneys having access to FBI file material. McCord

states that if FBI had interviewed Robert Reisner, Magruder’s assistant

at CRP, the "Gemstone" file and Mitchell's role in the DNC wire-

tapping would have been uncovered. ^

COMMENTS: There was no apparent reason to interview all the

several hundred employees for CRP and such a shotgun approach to

the investigation was never considered by WFO or by the Bureau.

Rather, since we had definite leads to CRP in view of the arrest of

McCord, our investigation proceeded upon logical lines. Specifically,

we initially concentrated on identifying McCord's associates at the

security end of CRP. We were endeavoring to determine whether

others at CRP were involved in the conspiracy. We tried to determine

who hired McCord; what finances were made available to him; and who

worked with him.

We also concentrated on endeavoring to develop any

tie-ins between Hunt and CRP since information was developed at the

White House that a memorandum had been written by Richard Howard

to Bruce Kehrli recommending that Hunt be dropped at the White House

and picked up at 1701 (the address of CRP Headquarters was 1701
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Pennsylvania Avenue, NW). We also sought through interviews at CRP

to obtain similar-type information concerning Alfred Baldwin.

We also conducted interviews at CRP concerning the

financing of the DNCH break-in in view of the information developed

by Miami on June 22, 1972, relative to the $89, 000 in Mexican bank

drafts and the $25, 000 cashier's check of Dahlberg. We conducted

additional intensive interviews of CRP personnel concerning Liddy who

was identified as a contact of the Watergate burglars when we got hold of

Barker’s and Martinez’ address books from the Metropolitan Police

Department on June 23, 1972. Those address books contained the name

’’George,” beside which was the number we determined to be used by

Liddy at CRP.

In all, we conducted about 60 interviews of CRP people

including interviews of several of them more than one time. Of this

number, several obviously lied to us, most notably John Mitchell,

Jeb Magruder, Bart Porter, Sally Harmony and Maurice Stans. Hugh

Sloan never permitted us to interview him but finally permitted an

interview of him by the AUSAs after Sloan’s attorney held discussions

prior thereto with the AUSAs. (Sloan, over national television before

the Ervin Committee, said the FBI never interviewed him about the

Watergate matter, which is true, although he incorrectly made it

appear we did not desire or try to interview him.

)



1 )

The name of Robert Reisner never surfaced during our

investigation at CRP Headquarters and during our numerous interviews

there. It is apparent he was hiding from us and, in fact, WFO learned

in April, 1973, when Magruder started telling the truth, that he had

transferred Reisner from his job as Magruder ’s assistant about

July 5, 1972, obviously to keep Reisner from coming to our attention.

It is a sad fact that Rob Odle, whom we interviewed several times, failed

to tell us, the Federal grand jury or the AUSAs of his activities on

June 17, 1972, which included a telephone conversation with Magruder

who told Odle to have Reisner clean out Magruder 's files. Odle actually

took the "Gemstone” file home with him that night but this was never

mentioned to us. It is also observed that Reisner never came forward

although he certainly had information and the opportunity.

It is also interesting to note that only three out

of the same 60 CRP people we interviewed recontacted us for interviews

outside CRP premises. It is apparent that most CRP people in the

Summer of 1972 were quite willing to lie and/or to tell us considerably

less than the full truth. It is further interesting that Magruder and

Porter have now been prosecuted for their lies; Mitchell is under

indictment for lying; and Stans is being investigated for Obstruction

of Justice (OOJ).
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On no less than seven occasions during the period June 19-

29, 1972, did the investigating agents request records and documentation

from Robert C. Odle, Jr.
,
Director of Administration for CRP; Judy

Hoback, Accounting Department, Finance CRP; and Robert L. Houston,

Security Coordinator, CRP, concerning McCord’s employment; payroll

records for individuals employed by McCord; an inventory of McCord’s

electronic equipment and copies of supporting invoices; copies of all

disbursements from CRP to McCord and McCord’s Associates during the

period November 15, 1971 to June 19, 1972; the identities of the personnel

employed by McCord who would have worked at CRP; and records con-

cerning Alfred C. Baldwin HI.

The investigation developed that there were two situations

in which CRP files apparently were destroyed. All our investigation

was reported to and discussed with the AUSAs; was the subject of lengthy

Federal grand jury inquiry; but the evidence was not sufficient to warrant

OOJ indictments.

Finance records such as ledgers and records regarding

contributors were destroyed about April 6, 1972, prior to the date on

which the new regulations relative to disclosure of the names of con^

tributors and the expenditure of funds went into effect on April 7, 1972.

Second, there apparently was destruction of material having to do with

Liddy’s intelligence gathering operation. Herbert Porter on July 19, 1972,

advised he threw away receipts Liddy gave for the money that Porter re-
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On July 18, 1972, Judith Hoback, then Assistant to the

Treasurer of the Finance CRP, advised us that about five ledger books

used to record cash were destroyed prior to April 7, 1972. Also, all

bank accounts of the Finance CRP were closed on April 6, 1972, and

all pertinent records destroyed. Mrs. Hoback also told us that she heard

from unrecalled persons at the office that Liddy was shredding office

papers on the day of the burglary. She said she believed all lists of

contributors were destroyed prior to April 7, 1972. We pursued this

shredding angle but could never develop firsthand information.

On June 30, 1972, Stephen Anderson, a security guard at

CRP, was interviewed in the presence of CRP attorney H. Donald Kistler.

He furnished only negligible information at the time but late in the day on

June 30, 1972, he telephoned WFO and requested to speak to the agents

who had previously interviewed him. He told us that on the evening of

June 16, 1972, McCord stayed at the CRP office much later than usual

and instructed Anderson to get a key for each desk, file cabinet and office

on the second floor of CRP (the Finance CRP floor). McCord told him

the Finance CRP had some papers which they had ordered to be

destroyed and the desks and cabinets would have to be checked to

verify this destruction. Anderson assembled the keys and placed them on

top of a file cabinet with written instructions as to what was to be done

with the keys. Anderson also advised that Penny Gleason told him that

on June 18, 1972, she observed Robert Houston going through file cabinets

of McCord and removing papers. Houston told Gleason he had to burn the
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papers. However, Houston denied such actions to us.

With respect to the CRP attorneys sitting in on our inter-

views at CRP Headquarters, such arrangements were made between CRP

attorney Kenneth Parkinson, USA Titus and AUSA Silbert. Parkinson

represented to these men that he would like to sit in on the interviews

in view of the fact that CRP was the defendant in the civil damage suit

filed by the Democratic National Committee. Titus and Silbert agreed

to allow Parkinson to sit in provided there was no interference in the

questioning of the CRP personnel by the agents. A few days later it

developed that the CRP attorneys who were sitting in on the interviews

began to interfere with the questioning and slowed our efforts to conduct

interviews by not being available. This interference was made known to

Silbert by WFO and since Parkinson was adamant that counsel had to be

present during these interviews to protect CRP, Silbert began sub-

poenaing the CRP personnel before the grand jury where they would be

questioned without having CRP attorneys present.

Further to the point that we had difficulty in conducting

interviews outside the presence of counsel was our experience during the

investigation of the transmitter found on a telephone of R. Spencer Oliver,

DNCH, September 13, 1972. DNCH advised agents of WFO that it would

not permit the interview of its employees without the presence of an

attorney representing DNCH unless that employee specifically requested
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that the attorney not be present, A total of 61 employees at DNCH were

interviewed in the presence of an attorney.

Although we did not make available any FBI material to

CRP attorneys, apparently Dean allowed Mardian, Parkinson and Paul

O’Brien (CRP counsel) to review some of the reports which Mr. Gray

furnished to Dean. This subversion of our investigation was not known

to the Bureau but Dean testified in the Summer of 1973 to this before the

Ervin Committee.
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3. Delay and/or failure to obtain access to and account for

contents of Howard Hunt's desk and safe at the White House.**

COMMENTS: On June 17, 1972 Hunt's probable involvement in the

Watergate incident came to WFO's attention because of his country club

bill found in the Watergate Hotel and because of information contained

in Barker’s address book. WFO, about 6:00-7:00 pm, June 17, 1972,

contacted Butterfield of the White House and learned that Hunt had pre-

viously worked as a consultant to the White House. Butterfield was

told Hunt may be involved in the DNCH burglary. On June 18, 1972,

Butterfield recontacted WFO and advised that Hunt had worked for

Charles Colson, Special Counsel to the President.

On June 19, 1972, SA Saunders reviewed Hunt's personnel

file at the White House and also called White House number 456-2282

(which number was contained in Barker’s address book), asked to speak

to Mr. Hunt and was informed that he had not come to his office that

day. On the afternoon of June 19, 1972, WFO by teletype requested

Bureau authority to interview Colson. On June 22, 1972, upon Mr. Gray's

instructions, then Assistant Director Bates, at about 10:25 am, authorized

SAC Kunkel to have agents contact Dean to discuss an interview with

Colson and discuss obtaining of telephone toll call records involving Hunt

at the White House. Thereafter, SA Saunders contacted Dean to set up

interview of Colson which was conducted on the afternoon of June 22, 1972,

in Dean's office with Dean present.
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During the interview when Colson said that he believed

Hunt had worked on the third floor of the building, SA Lano asked Dean if

the agents could accompany Dean to Hunt's office on the third floor to

determine if Hunt may have left anything there. Dean stated that this was

the first he was aware of this office. In response to an Agent's request

to examine the office, Dean advised the White House would provide the

FBI with any contents belonging to Hunt. On the morning of June 26,

1972, Dean called SA Lano and advised he had something to turn over to

the FBI. SAs Mahan and Michael J. King were then sent to Dean's

office. At approximately 11:00 am, Dean gave these agents a box con-

taining some of Hunt’s effects and between 4:00 and 4:30 pm, June 26,

1972, Dean's assistant, Fred Fielding, gave same agents a second box

of Hunt f s effects.

It is not apparent from the foregoing that there is any

validity to criticism of Bureau agents for delay in obtaining access to

Hunt's space at the White House. The Accounting and Fraud Section

cannot explain why the interview of Colson, which was recommended

June 19, 1972, was not approved by Mr. Gray until June 22, 1972. As

soon as his approval was obtained, immediate steps were taken to inter-

view Colson. As set out above, Dean thwarted our efforts to gain access

to Hunt's office at the White House.
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The possibility of obtaining a search warrant for Hunt's

office at the White House and the fact that we did not have the necessary

probable cause is discussed later under Item #6.



4 .

")

Failure to fully explore all possible ramifications of

Watergate matter with subjects, suspects and potential material witnesses. ^

COMMENTS: This criticism is absolutely false and has no basis in

fact. To the contrary, our agents were in fact very thorough in exploring

all aspects with every possible subject, suspect and witness. It is an

absolute fact that we conducted thousands of interviews and tracked down

and interviewed all the people who were indicated to have been in contact

with the subjects. Not one of the subjects of the investigation would talk

to our agents and none of them would cooperate with the AUSAs or testify

before the Federal grand jury despite very substantial efforts which were

made to endeavor to secure cooperation and the full story. This included

an unsuccessful effort to immunize Gonzalez (who was considered to be

the likely best prospect for immunity) and at least two efforts by Silbert

to give McCord a deal in exchange for his cooperation.

There is absolutely no question that the conspiracy in this

case was broken only when the time came when some of those inside the

conspiracy, specifically McCord, Dean and Magruder, came to feel that

it was to their better self-interest to tell their stories. An investigation

succeeds in discovering the total truth only when investigators have the

opportunity to interview different suspects thoroughly, to compare the

information obtained and exploit differences in stories obtained. We

were prevented from making any benefit from this necessary investigative
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technique by the fact that all of those involved who would talk lied and kept

their stories straight and together. Since Dean was kept completely

informed of our investigation by Mr. Gray and apparently to some extent

by Assistant Attorney General Petersen, there was no possibility that we

could get a break.

As a matter of fact the testimony of former Attorney

General John Mitchell before the Ervin Committee on July 10, 1973, in

discussing the cover up best sums up this matter when he stated in part

that the effort of those very high-level Executive Branch people was

. .keeping the lid on and no information volunteered. ” This rather

succinctly accounts for the fact that, despite thorough questioning by our

agents, those interviewed, from Ehrlichman, Mitchell and on down,

replied in the negative regarding knowledge of anything having to do with the

break-in and bugging or that they had gotten any information from McCord,

Liddy or Hunt.
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)

Delay or failure to interview several individuals re

monies and/or checks found in possession of defendants or having been

deposited to their bank accounts. 13

COMMENTS: At the time of the subjects’ arrests on June 17, 1972,

and subsequent search of their hotel rooms at the Watergate Hotel,

Washington, D, C. , 44 new one hundred dollar bills were found, some

of which were sequentially numbered. It was determined from the Bureau

of Engraving and Printing on June 19, 1972, that the Prefix F bills were

distributed to the Miami Branch, Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank (FRB),

and the Prefix C bills were distributed to the FRB, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, during early February, 1972. On June 20, 1972, records

of FRB, Miami, disclosed the foregoing one hundred dollar bills were

part of a $50,000 shipment on April 18, 1972, to the Republic National

Bank, Miami, at which bank Bernard L. Barker maintained a business

account. A review on June 21 and June 22, 1972, of this account showed

that Barker, on April 20, 1972, deposited four drafts totaling $89,000

drawn on the Banco Internacional, Mexico City, Mexico, all payable to

Sr. Manuel Ogarrio. On May 8, 1972, Barker received cash for these

checks including $10, 000 in new one hundred dollar bills (serial numbers

not recorded by the bank according to the banker when interviewed

June 21, 1972).



It was also developed that on April 20, 1972 Barker had

presented a cashier’s check dated April 10, 1972, payable to Kenneth

Dahlberg, drawn on the First Bank and Trust Company of Boca Raton,

Florida, for which Barker received cash. Investigation showed Dahlberg

to be a prominent Minneapolis businessman and fund raiser for CRP.

Efforts to interview Dahlberg initially on June 22, June 23, June 24, and

June 26, 1972, were unsuccessful as he evaded our agents and finally on

June 26, 1972, declined interview on the basis of his counsel’s advice.

Mr. Helms, then Director of CIA, on June 28, 1972,

allegedly informed Mr. Gray orally that l^fll recorded content fikgt

CIA with Dahlberg was in May, J£61. On J^ne |9, 1972, No*. Gray

instructed Mr. Felt that among those CIA employees or contacts not to

be interviewed or investigated at that time because of national security

considerations were Dahlberg and Ogarrio. It was not until July 6, 1972,

that Mr. Gray, according to Mr. Bates, gave the go ahead on the Dahlberg

and Ogarrio interviews. It is interesting to note that General Walters,

then Deputy Director, CIA, furnished memorandum to Mr. Gray dated

July 6, 1972, which in part stated that Mr. Gray was orally advised on

June 27 and June 28, 1972, that Ogarrio and Dahlberg, respectively, were

not involved with CIA and were open for FBI interview.

Dahlberg was interviewed July 6, 1972, when he claimed

that $25, 000 represented contributions he accumulated while he was
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staying in Southeast Florida prior to and during early April, 1972;

however, in August, 1972, Dahlberg changed his story and admitted the

contribution was in fact that of Dwayne Andreas, a prominent businessman

who wished to make an anonymous contribution.

to
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Acting Director that agency has never had any interest in Manual
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and has had no interest in Kenneth Dahlberg since 1961. With Mr. Gray’s

The criticism concerning the delay in interviewing Dahlberg

and Ogarrio is valid only if leveled against Mr. Gray, assuming he was

aware on June 27, 1972, that no restrictions by CIA were placed on our

interviews of Dahlberg and Ogarrio. The criticism of Mr. Gray might not

be valid if he had been misled by CIA or someone else such as Dean or

Ehrlichman, especially since during the early stages of this investigation

there were very real indications that the FBI’s investigation may be leading

into a CIA operation with respect to the money or the burglary of DNCH

itself; however, we did not develop solid evidence as the investigation

progressed to indicate that CIA was involved in the planning or execution

of the Watergate break-in. In any event, the criticism is not valid if

leveled against the execution of investigative responsibility by the

Accounting and Fraud Section or the Field.



6 . Failure to obtain and execute search warrants for

search of original five subjects’ homes, offices and automobiles. ^

COMMENTS: This particular criticism has received widespared publicity

from four principal sources, each of which should know better. Probably

the primary criticism has been directed to us by NBC broadcaster Carl

Stern who provided "expert legal opinion" during the nationally televised

Ervin Committee hearings, closely followed by McCord and Senators

Hart and Ervin of the Senate Judiciary Committee. The fact is that con-

siderable consideration was given to obtaining search warrants and in

each instance in which we could meet the constitutional requirements

of the Fourth Amendment, search warrants were obtained. It should be

common knowledge of individuals having legal training and that includes

Stern, McCord and Senators Hart and Ervin, that probable cause for the

issuance of a search warrant specifically includes: 1) That there is

knowledge which can be testified to before a Magistrate that there is present

at a certain location, evidence, fruits or instrumentalities of a crime; and

2) Information must be recent and must be corroborated. Mere suspicion

is not probable cause.

It was the opinion of AUSA Silbert in the Summer of 1972,

which continues to the present as he stated in his testimony before the

Senate Judiciary Committee on April 23, 1974, that there was not probable



cause to sustain a search warrant for McCord’s home or office. WFO did

conduct extensive investigation, including interviews of McCord’s neighbors,

to endeavor to develop evidence that anyone had seen electronic equipment

or McCord’s truck at his home shortly after the arrest but this investi-

gation did not bear fruit. The first positive evidence we developed that

bugging equipment had been taken to McCord’s home after the arrest was

obtained on July 10, 1972, from Alfred Baldwin. Since this was 23 days

after the date that Baldwin drove McCord’s truck with equipment to

McCord’s home, it was Silbert’s opinion that too much time had elapsed

to permit the obtaining of a search warrant then. The lack of probable

cause also kept us from obtaining search warrants for Hunt’s home and

offices as well as the homes and offices of the other defendants.

It is interesting to note that search warrants were

obtained by the Metropolitan Police Department, with FBI assistance,

for two rooms at the Watergate Hotel occupied by the subjects the night of

the arrests, which rooms were searched on June 17, 1972, An automobile

rented in Washington, D. C. ,
by the subjects was also searched pursuant

to a search warrant. In addition, when information was obtained on

June 21, 1972 from an informant in Miami that Martinez had a car parked

at the Miami Airport which was reported to contain a gun and other evidence,

Miami obtained a search warrant for this car and the car was searched.

Based on the foregoing, it appears this criticism is totally

without merit.
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7. Failure to identify and interview all persons listed in the

address books, notebooks, et cetera, which were seized and determined

to be the property of the seven original subjects.
**

COMMENTS: The Barker and Martinez address books were seized by

the Metropolitan Police Department as a result of the search of the two rooms

at the Watergate Hotel, occupied by the arrested subjects on June 17, 1972.

The search warrants which legally authorized search of these two rooms

were obtained by Metropolitan Police Department officers and the items

seized were taken by the police officers.

About June 23, 1972, SA Lano, through contact with

the Metropolitan Police Department officers, obtained access to the

Barker and Martinez address books for investigative use and the books

themselves were returned to the Metropolitan Police Department. On

June 26, 1972, AUSA Silbert requested the FBI to take possession of the

evidence seized including the books which were officially turned over to

WFO by the Metropolitan Police Department on June 28, 1972.

By airtel dated June 23, 1972, to Miami, WFO forwarded

two photographic copies of each of these address books for investigative

assistance of Miami and instructed Miami to review both books and conduct

appropriate investigation regarding the information set forth in the books.

WFO had already extracted information from the books concerning names,

addresses and telephone numbers in the Washington, D. C. ,
Maryland and
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Virginia areas and conducted investigation concerning each of these

notations and all persons interviewed. In January, 1973, during the trial

J.1. * •*.« 1 J 1 4~ ii. — 1 _ - J 4.1. ^ I! 41 4
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Miami had not interviewed each individual in these books who was from

South Florida.

Upon inquiry by FBIHQ in January, 1973, the Miami
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were received from WFO, the books were examined by Miami Special

Agents familiar with the Latin community and who were familiar with

the McCord case. Miami indices were searched concerning the names
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Miami based on the judgment of the Special Agents who reviewed the books,

taking into consideration any information concerning the people contained

in Miami’s files.

Miami advised that based upon judgment of the Special

Agents reviewing the address books, about 25 interviews were conducted

out of the approximately 120 Miami area notations in Martinez* book.

Barker’s book contained about 110 Miami area identifiable notations and

aDDroximatelv 50 oereent of these oeoole were interviewed.* * —¥ — — r — x — —

It is believed that Miami’s approach to Martinez’ and

Barker’s address books was proper at the time taking into consideration

the fast moving extensive investigation which was then being conducted and
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and which was focused on tying Hunt and Liddy into the conspiracy. It

would have been much better had Miami later contacted all of the individuals

in these books not previously interviewed, in the interest of total com-

pleteness of the investigation. However, interestingly enough, the judgment

of the Miami Special Agents who reviewed these books and selected targets

for interviews proved to be good since the contacts of those individuals

whom we had not interviewed, by the press, did not bring to light any

additional information. Considerable consideration was given in January,

1973, by FBJHQ to having the individuals not already interviewed, contacted

by Miami. This proposal was not accepted by Mr. Gray, and probably

rightfully so, on the premise that had we conducted these interviews

during the trial, there no doubt would have been sensational press stories

that the FBI was continuing its investigation while the trial was in progress.
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8. Alleged failure to detect and remove "bug" from the

telephone of Spencer Oliver in the Democratic National Committee

Headquarters. McCord states that he installed two electronic devices

on telephones in the DNC that were not detected or removed by the

Bureau, the first was removed in September of 1972 and the second

was not removed until April of 1973.

COMMENTS: The Bureau has been criticized a number of times pre-

viously concerning this matter, most strenuously in September, 1972,

when AUSA Silbert forwarded a memorandum dated September 28, 1972,

to Assistant Attorney General Petersen in which he flatly stated that he

believed the Bureau "goofed" in its security survey of DNCH shortly after

the Watergate break-in. Mr. Silbert set forth five reasons which led him

to believe this and the Laboratory personnel who had conducted the

security check analyzed these reasons point by point and rejected the

validity of same. The principal points made by the Laboratory were

that a thorough physical search had been conducted by Bureau personnel

of DNCH, the bug located September 13, 1972, on Oliver’s telephone was

so large that it could not have been missed had it been on Oliver’s tele-

phone in June, 1972, and that physical security of DNCH space was such

as to make access for the installation of the device relatively easy.

There follows a brief discussion of the matter of security

survey of DNCH. On June 19, 1972, Mr. Felt held a discussion with the
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Attorney General concerning the investigation and it was agreed that a

sweep of DNCH was a logical investigative step. However, the Attorney

General suggested that in view of the sensitive nature of this case,

Mr. Gray might want to personally contact Democratic Chairman

O’Brien to suggest this.

On June 21, 1972, Mr. Felt sent a note to Mr. Gray

suggesting that the security sweep be implemented at once. Mr. Gray

instructed that this be held off at that time but on the morning of June 22,

1972, he authorized then Assistant Director Bates to contact Chairman

O’Brien of DNCH to offer to conduct an electronic sweep. Arrangements

for this sweep were coordinated by WFO and the FBI Laboratory and

DNCH space was checked by FBI Laboratory personnel on June 29-30,

1972, with negative results. It is interesting to note that WFO advised

that Earl Connor, Chief of Security, C&P Telephone Company, and his

assistant, who originally installed the telephone equipment at DNCH,

also conducted a security survey of the telephone and communications

equipment at DNCH on June 17-18, 1972, and detected nothing unusual

or out of order.

On April 9, 1973, McCord examined the device removed

from Oliver’s telephone on September 13, 1972, and testified before the

Federal grand jury to the effect that this device appeared to be one which

he had placed at DNCH. He also stated that he had placed another



listening device, which had not worked, in a telephone located at DNCH
. *

in a room adjacent to the office occupied by Oliver, Based on this

testimony, on April 9, 1973, FBI Laboratory personnel conducted

another check of all telephones located in the DNCH offices and no

listening device was located.

This testimony by McCord caused further inquiry into
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personnel

of the Radio Engineering Section met with Mr. Connor, at which time

he stated the objective of his survey of June 17-18, 1972, was to

physically examine all telephone installations and telephone equipment
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floor on which the original arrests were made and is the floor containing

O’Brien’s; Oliver’s; and the rest of the offices of the principal Democratic

Committee personnel. ) Mr. Connor advised that no record was main-
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and while because of the lapse of time he and his assistant could not

remember details of each individual telephone, he was positive that all

available telephones were checked.

room by room tour of the sixth floor space was made

with Mr. Connor to refresh his memory. He identified only one room,

that occupied by the press secretary, as having been unavailable and ^

therefore as not having been included in his survey of June 17-18, 1972.
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that this room need not be checked. This room was adjacent to Oliver’s
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phone service in connection with Oliver’s office. Both Mr. Connor and
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telephones physically apart for visual inspection for foreign items and

none were found. Each of these men recalled that Oliver’s office was

one of those included in their survey.

We conducted an extremely detailed investigation concerning

the September 13, 1972, wiretap device removed from Oliver’s telephone

but did not succeed in developing any positive information concerning

that device. The Laboratory, which is well qualified to render such a

statement, has stated that the device removed from Oliver’s telephone

was not there in June, 1972. The telephone company personnel stated

the same thing. Mr. Silbert apparently still believes, as indicated in

his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on April 23, 1974,

that the Bureau ’’goofed” in its security survey in June, 1972. It is his

prerogative to hold this view even though we have previously furnished

him with all the above mentioned facts. This criticism apparently will

not die, the matter appears insoluble and there is no way we can further

refute this criticism.
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election law violations by Segretti and others associated with CRP or
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COMMENTS: Information concerning Donald Henry Segretti came to

our attention on June 22, 1972, during the early stages of the Watergate

investigation when the thrust of the FBI’s efforts was logically concentrated

on the original seven defendants. We interviewed Segretti who was not

cooperative in furnishing useful information. Thereafter we conducted

extensive investigation to try to determine his possible involvement in the

DNCH break-in conspiracy. When it became obvious that Segretti was

not a part of that conspiracy but rather was only involved in campaign

’’dirty tricks,” a possible but unlikely Election Laws matter, we ceased

investigating him with AUSA Silbert’s concurrence.

The long-standing Department policy regarding Election

Laws is that allegations of violations are referred to the Department of

Justice and no additional investigation is conducted unless specifically

requested by the Department. Our reports containing results of investi-

gation including information concerning Segretti ’s activities were

disseminated to Assistant Attorney General Petersen. We properly did

not pursue the Election Laws aspect as we were not requested to do so

by the Department.
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When massive newspaper publicity about Segretti’s

activities began in the second week of October, 1972, principally in the

form of articles written by "The Washington Post” reporters Bernstein

and Woodward, the Acting Director instructed then Legal Counsel

Assistant Director Dalbey to review the newspaper stories and the

analysis of same which had been made by the General Investigative

Division, to determine whether Segretti was in violation of Federal

law. Mr. Dalbey was of the opinion that the information available was

too nonspecific to put Segretti in violation of any Federal law except

possibly Election Laws matters.
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Charles Bolz of the Accounting and Fraud Section, contacted Assistant
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activities as he had related them to us and as set forth in the then recent
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not conduct investigation of Segretti’s alleged political harassment
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those activities unless the Department made a specific request for investi

gation, Mr. Petersen advised Mr. Bolz he was fully aware of the extent

of the FBI’s investigation and said he did not believe Segretti’s activities

were in violation of any Federal statutes. Accordingly, he could see no

basis for requesting additional investigation of the FBI at that time.
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This criticism of the FBI is not justified as we performed

in accordance with established practice. The fact that the Special

Prosecutor’s Office, when it was established, decided to have us pursue

Segretti’s activities is not indicative of any prior dereliction on the part

of the FBI. We still conduct full investigation of possible Election Laws

violations only upon request of the Department or of the USA. (FBIHQ

clears such USA requests for full investigation through the Department

before the field is authorized to conduct same. ) It is interesting to note

that the exhaustive investigation of Segretti’s ’’dirty tricks” activities

conducted pursuant to the Special Prosecutor’s request, has not resulted

in any prosecutive activity. The prosecution of Segretti which has been

done grew out of a separate FBI investigation, conducted at the request

of the Criminal Division, months before the Special Prosecutor’s Office

was established.
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10. Alleged activities by former Acting Director Gray to

limit, contain or obstruct FBI investigation of Watergate matter.

COMMENTS: In general, since the outset of the Watergate investigation,

numerous public allegations have appeared suggesting the possibility that

the investigation was impeded by instructions given by Mr. Gray.

The major areas of criticism of alleged questionable

activities of Mr. Gray are as follows:

a. Delay in authorizing interviews of Charles Colson and David

Young at the White House and the interview of Kathleen Chenow, London,

England.

WFO by teletype June 19, 1972, requested authority to

interview Charles W. Colson as Hunt had worked for Colson at the

White House. A memorandum was prepared during the afternoon of

June 19, 1972, recommending this interview but this was not approved

by Mr. Gray until the morning of June 22, 1972. The reason for this

delay is not known.

By teletype dated June 28, 1972, WFO requested

to David Young;

interview Kathleen Chenow, former secretary

Apparently at Mr. Gray's instructions,

this lead was not immediately covered but was held in abeyance because

of "national security considerations." Mr. Gray later advised that Chenow

was being brought back to the United States in a military aircraft in company
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of Fred Fielding, Dean's assistant. When interviewed July 3, 1972,

in Dean's presence, she furnished little, if any, useful information.
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because Dean wanted to brief her beforehand.

By teletype June 29, 1972, WFO recommended immediate

interviews of

HniiRP- .Tnhn MitphfJl in NVnu York* and

David Young at the White

SAC, WFO, advised June 30, 1972, that AUSA Silbert stated that

USA Titus felt there was some delay on the part of the FBI, referring

to the interviews of Young, Chenow and Ogarrio, and the receipt of

rnnies of rpnorts. Thereafter* on the same date. Mr. Felt told Mr. Bates

that John Dean of the White House had said to hold off interview of Young

until Dean talks to Mr. Gray. Later that day Mr. Felt advised Mr. Bates

that it was all right to interview Mitchell and Young and that Young would

be (and was) made available at the White House on Monday, July 3, 1972.

The reason for this delay is not known.

b. Delays in authorizing interviews in connection with the Dahlberg

and Ogarrio checks which were funneled through Bernard Barker's bank

account in Miami, Florida.

On June 28, 1972, authority was grantedtm^mf^^

to interview Manuel Ogarrio concerning the $89, 000 in j|

Mexican bank drafts which had been located through a review of subject
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Barker’s bank account in Miami
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However, based on instructions from Mr. Gray, the

interviews of Ogarrio and Kenneth Dahlberg were deferred due to

"national security considerations. " It is interesting to note that

John Dean testified before the Senate Select Committee that even though

CIA had cleared Ogarrio and Dahlberg for FBI interview. Dean called

Mr. Gray instructing that the interviews not be conducted at that time.

Clearance for the Ogarrio interview was later received and he was inter-

viewed Similarly, Dahlberg was sub-

sequently interviewed by the Minneapolis Office on July 6, 1972, based

on a memorandum from Mr. Bates to Mr. Bolz July 6, 1972, which

confirmed oral instructions received from Mr. Gray. As set forth in

Item #14 of this memorandum, it is still not clear why we were delayed,

c. Concessions to Dean:

1. Allowing Dean to sit in on our interviews of

White House personnel.

2. Furnishing Dean copies of our investigative

reports and other communications.
3. Clearing with Dean certain aspects of intended

investigation including projected leads at the

White House and CRP.

Mr. Gray’s decision to allow John Dean to sit in on inter-

views with all White House personnel obviously had a deleterious effect

on the investigation of White House personnel. From the investigative
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standpoint, having Dean present at interviews undoubtedly had the effect

of limiting the furnishing of pertinent information to our agents. Although

eventually all the interviews the field desired to cover were handled with

the exception of the interview of a covert CIA employee as set out else-

where in this memorandum, delays were encountered in conducting some

pertinent interviews. The exact reasons for these delays and the effect

on the overall investigation are not known but have been the subject of

much speculation.

In considering the possible impediments to obtaining

the full facts of the Watergate case, the furnishing of numerous FBI

reports and other communications by Mr. Gray to Dean must be con-

sidered. The facts concerning this development first became known

February 5, 1973. Up to that time, apparently no one outside of

Mr. Gray’s staff had any knowledge of what had transpired. There is

no evidence in the files indicating this action by Mr. Gray impeded

our investigation; however, it must be recognized that access by Dean

to our investigative reports would logically indicate to him what

information had been developed which would enable him to work out

strategy to cover up the case.

Similarly, Mr. Gray’s concession to clear White House

investigation with Dean prior to it being conducted would give Dean time

to set the stage in order that the results of that investigation would be

more favorable to Dean's ultimate ends.
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d. Acceptance from Dean of certain material allegedly taken from

Hunt’s safe in the Executive Office Building, which Mr. Gray testified

he burned.

We cannot state whether the destruction by Mr. Gray of

documents apparently furnished him from Hunt’s safe would have impeded

our investigation as we do not know with certainty what material was

destroyed, if any. Although, admittedly, it is speculative, the acceptance

of this material from Dean in the fashion it was done and at a relatively

early date (June 28, 1972) in the investigation, may very well have given

Dean even more control over Mr. Gray in future dealings.

e. Failure to pursue and investigate the political espionage and

sabotage activities allegedly planned by Segretti.

Concerning Mr. Gray’s failure to pursue the Segretti

matter, this is discussed in Item #9 above and criticism of Mr. Gray

or the FBI in general in this regard does not appear to be Justified.

By memorandum dated June 26, 1973, captioned ’’Watergate,

Analysis of Possible Involvement by L. Patrick Gray,” the above-cited

questionable areas were analyzed. Our response in part has been taken

from that memorandum. It appears that certain actions of Mr. Gray

may be construed as having impeded our investigation.

In conclusion, the investigating agents, supervisory

personnel and Bureau officials connected with the Watergate case were
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quizzed on two occasions to determine if they felt there were any leads

they were not permitted to pursue. In all instances the answer was "no"

with the exception of WFO Supervisor Ruhl who referred to the two

covert CIA people detailed hereafter (see Item #14). This quizzing,

of course, took place before the extraordinary disclosures of the cover

up which began to come to light in late March, 1973.
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11. Alleged leaks of Watergate investigative results to news

media. Congress or other unauthorized parties by Bureau personnel.

COMMENTS: Allegations of leaks from the FBI concerning the Watergate

investigation began in the first week of our investigation and continue to

the present time. Although there has been much speculation concerning

the source of these leaks, hard facts pinning down these sources have

not as yet come to light. It is recalled that on Saturday, June 24, 1972,

Mr. Gray had SAC Kunkel and all the WFO Special Agents working on the

DNCH break-in into his office at which time he castigated the agents

severely concerning the alleged leaks of information. Newspaper stories

attributed to sources continued to erupt and during the following week,

at Mr. Gray’s instructions, the Inspection staff interviewed 29 WFO

employees; seven General Investigative Division employees; six Laboratory

Division employees; and three Identification Division employees, with

negative results, in an effort to determine whether Bureau personnel

were responsible for these leaks.

In October, 1972, "The Washington Post” reporters

Bernstein and Woodward wrote numerous articles dealing with Segretti’s

activities. In connection with these articles, Bernstein attempted to

interview SA Angelo Lano, WFO case agent. SA Lano refused to offer

any comment and Bernstein stated that although he could not name his
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source, he could furnish Lano with a ’’good clue.” Thereafter, with

the approval of then Assistant Director Bates, Lano met with Bernstein

on a street in Washington, D. C. , for the specific purpose of having

Bernstein identify his source. This effort proved unproductive and

SA Lano terminated the conversation. Later, on October 23, 1972,

Bernstein and Woodward were in the process of writing a somewhat

explosive story which raised the name of H. R. Haldeman as being involved

in the so-called secret fund of cash maintained at CRP. Bernstein

telephonically contacted SA Lano late in the evening in an effort to get

confirmation of Haldeman’s alleged involvement and SA Lano declined to

furnish Bernstein information. The following day, after this article was

printed, Bernstein and Woodward saw SA Lano in U. S. District Court

and in a somewhat agitated state, informed SA Lano they were under

pressure to identify their source and they would have to name SA Lano as

the source of the story involving Haldeman. SA Lano categorically denied

this allegation to these reporters and on October 26, 1972, furnished the

Bureau a lengthy sworn affidavit outlining the whole matter. We wrote

the Attorney General a letter dated October 26, 1972, concerning this

matter.

The matter of leaking information cannot be completely

dismissed when it comes to Congress. It is noted that in connection

with his confirmation hearings, Mr. Gray on occasion instructed that
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proposed questions and answers about various matters be prepared

which could be furnished to selected friendly Republican Senators. In

this regard, questions which were prepared relative to Donald Segretti,

as contained in a memorandum dated March 5, 1973, apparently were

furnished to Senator Gurney who asked Mr. Gray a number of questions

concerning the matter on the afternoon of March 7, 1973, before the

Cann4-a niowtr Pnmmil+Aaucuaic uuuu,iai) uuimumuc.

Beginning in the late Spring of 1973, a number of

newspaper articles were written by New York Times reporter John

Crewdson, which appeared to indicate Crewdson had access to FBI memo-
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Inspection and Intelligence Divisions, rather than the Watergate Unit. In

view of this, the Watergate Unit defers to the other two Divisions who

apparently have the facts.
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regarding this matter.

In connection with Item #11, pertaining to alleged leaks of

Watergate investigation results to news media, Congress, or other un-

authorized parties by FBI personnel, the General Investigative Division

referred to a number of newspaper articles written by New York Times

reporter John Crewdson commencing in the late Spring of 1973, which

appeared to indicate Crewdson had access to FBI memoranda and interview
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leak had been pursued by the Inspection and Intelligence Divisions and

accordingly deferred a response to these respective Divisions.

In response, the Intelligence Division did do some

research in this matter, reviewing and comparing newspaper articles

with Bureau files. The results of this review were turned over to the

Inspection Division (orally only).

On July 23, 1973, Director Kelley advised Assistant

Director Jacobson that he had received information from then Special

Prosecutor Archibald Cox to the effect that employees of his staff, during

the course of interview of a subject of the Watergate investigation,

namely Donald Segretti, had informed his people that John Crewdson,

n nnnAiifoTi fftt* fVin \T/\n> VArtlr Timoe ko/1 OTTA^ fA him o fnnf —I* "l jyK
cl lcpunci iui me nc w i \ji. rv x nau uiopia) cu w tuiu cl lwcuigu

stack of FBI documents, one of which was an FBI original. Furthermore,

according to Cox, Segretti identified some of these documents to his

staff. Mr. Kelley instructed that an investigation be made concerning

this mat+Ar nf rromHcnn rAnm*toHlv hauiruj AntrP fro thp TTRT tinrl this* iflV**iW »41««vvV4i V4 V nVAMVAk 4. Wjj/VA VV Vt4J 111^ VI4M V W --r* M#

an ongoing inquiry with the Inspection Division reporting directly to the

Associate Director and Director. Interviews are still being conducted

on instructions of the Director. This inquiry continues on a highly

SAlppfivA -tmnur" hnsis ,T Ar*Y*nrrfino‘lv the rpRiilts nf our“**'”• ,
-— -

—
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investigation to date cannot be commented on at this time.
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12. Failure to interview or inadequacy of interview with certain

White House officials (Haldeman, Colson, Chapin, et cetera).

COMMENTS: In view of the extensive disclosures of the cover up of

the Watergate break-in, it is easy to see why an individual not know-

ledgeable of investigative procedures might think that the FBI's investi-

gation was inadequate since H. R. Haldeman was not interviewed.

However, the fact is that his name never arose as being an individual

who may have been involved in the break-in conspiracy or who would

have information. Accordingly, he was not interviewed. It must be

borne in mind that while Haldeman’s name is world famous now, during

the Summer of 1972 he enjoyed considerably less fame albeit considerably

more power.

In regard to our investigation involving the White House,

it is perhaps germane to consider a telephone conversation of July 19,

1972, between then Assistant Director Bates and Assistant Attorney

General Petersen at which time WFO desired to interview John Ehrlichman.

The interview of Ehrlichman was made obvious since Hunt and Liddy had

worked under the general overall supervision of Ehrlichman while they

were employed at the White House. Petersen told Bates that he could not

see any objection to an interview of Ehrlichman but that he wanted to be

sure that the FBI was not conducting a fishing expedition by interviewing
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ngopio af the White House, Petersen was assured that we were con*

ducting only logical interviews. This, of course, is basic FBI investi-

gative policy and an important function of the FBI supervisory staff is

to make certain that useless, unproductive, fishing-type leads are not

set forth m investigations.

It is noted that the Bureau has been criticized for apparent

failure to extract the truth from various people we interviewed such as

Colson, Chapin, Strachan, Magruder and others but the fact of the matter

is that when the cover up fell apart, the entire world learned that these

men were coached to lie and their testimony was rehearsed in advance.

They are now being prosecuted for their false stories. It is believed that

claims of inadequacy of our investigation are without merit.
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Alleged activities on pan oi Department of Justice officials

to limit, contain, or obstruct FBI investigation (Kleindienst, Petersen,

n<«i a _ x 1 _ _ \onuen, et cetera;.

—

COMMENTS: While there has been much testimony and discussion as

OPE’s source references show, we are in possession of only slight

indications that Department of Justice officials limited, contained or

obstructed our investigation of the Watergate break-in and conspiracy.

Assistant Attorney General Petersen, as detailed in Item #9 above, did

not request us to pursue Segretti's activities during 1972; however, in

no way does this appear to have hampered our efforts. In fact, to have

called for a massive FBI investigation of political harassment in the

absence of clear-cut criminal allegations would have subjected the

Department and the Bureau to extensive, and probably justified, criticism

for interfering with the national elections.

An area of justifiable criticism of the Department involves

the situation testified to by Kleindienst before the Senate Select Committee

on August 7, 1973, that on the day of the arrests of the five initial subjects,

June 17, 1972, Liddy (in the company of Powell Moore, CRP press

relations man) contacted Kleindienst at Burning Tree Country Club.

Liddy stated that Mitchell asked Liddy to contact Kleindienst concerning

the break-in at DNCH. Liddy reported that some of the persons who were

arrested might be employed by either the White House or CRP. Kleindienst



testified that he had such a relationship with Mitchell that he did not believe

Mitchell would have sent a person like Liddy to come out and talk to

Kleindienst about anything. While Kleindienst further testified he immediately

called Assistant Attorney General Petersen instructing that those arrested

should be given no treatment different than anybody who might have been

arrested in similar circumstances, such a general statement clearly

did not put Petersen, the prosecutors or the FBI on notice of the apparent

involvement of Liddy, Mitchell and unnamed other individuals from the

White House and CRP.

The FBI was not aware of Liddy’s contact with Kleindienst

until the above testimony over one year later. Powell Moore, when

interviewed July 24, 1972, made no mention of this meeting. In spite of

the foregoing, Petersen and Kleindienst said they had no evidence of

high official involvement in the Watergate affair until the early morning

hours of April 15, 1973, when they met with the Federal prosecutors who

in turn had just learned of it from John Dean and Jeb Stuart Magruder. J

It is difficult not to find fault with the failure of Kleindienst

to immediately advise the Bureau of Liddy's contact with him which occurred

just a few hours after the DNCH break-in. Had he done so, there is no

doubt our investigative direction at CKP would have been vastly different.

First, we would not have had to conduct an exhaustive investigation to

identify Liddy as we had to do. Secondly, it is easy to speculate that the
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successful cover up would have never gotten off the ground since we would

have had reason to zero in on Mitchell and Liddy rather than to waste our

time checking into McCord f
s security set-up and security co-workers

at CRP. That investigation did not lead to involvement of any other

security people and in effect, was a waste of time.

A number of individuals, namely Stans, Krogh, Colson,

Chapin, Young and Strachan, were deposed rather than called before the

grand jury. Petersen testified that Stans was given special consideration

in that his testimony was taken outside the grand jury. Petersen defended

the move as proper, if not customary, saying it was done to "avoid

publicity. " In the minds of some people, this may be obstructive of

the grand jury’s investigation. However, it is quite speculative and it

is doubtiui it the taking ot depositions as opposed to me taking oi testi-

mony before the grand jury materially altered the results of the invest!

gation.

In July, 1972, interviews of Jeb Magruder and Bart

Porter were requested, un me late aiternoon oi juiy
4 FT
II

4 a it

, ly/z, men

Assistant Director Bates received a call from Assistant Attorney General

Petersen who advised that CRP attorneys Parkinson and O’Brien had

called him regarding the FBI’s desire to interview Porter and Magruder.

These attorneys asked to talk to Petersen on July
i a
1 0, 1972, concerning

this and Petersen told Bates that while he had no intention of holding up
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any interviews, he did feel he should talk to these attorneys prior to the

interviews. On the afternoon of July 18, 1972, Petersen again contacted

Bates telephonically, advised that the attorneys had canceled the meeting

and we should proceed with the interviews as we desired. Both these

individuals were thereafter interviewed, at which time they lied most

convincingly. It is not known whether the slight delay in the interviews

of these men had anything to do with their false stories.
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14. Alleged attempt by CIA officials to interfere, contain or

impede FBI Watergate investigation.^

COMMENTS: One of the recurring themes orchestrated by Senator Baker

of the Ervin Committee is that the DNCH break-in was a CIA operation.

This is an intriguing theory but the fact remains that during the course

of the investigation we did not develop evidence to indicate that CIA and/or

its officials were involved in the planning or execution of the Watergate

incident. We quickly suspected involvement by CIA as: 1) the cast of

characters directly and indirectly involved in the Watergate included a

number of former CIA employees or persons who at one time were of

interest to that agency; 2) Hunt and Liddy contacted a number of CIA

retirees to try to recruit them for intelligence gathering; 3) there were

several CIA people whose names were in Hunt’s telephone book; and

4) personnel we contacted at CIA appeared considerably less than responsive

and candid in their replies to our inquiries.

Specifically, the guarded information we received in

response to name checks was about as informative as were the daily

newspapers; the incredible backing and filling for about two weeks in

late June and early July, 1972, concerning our efforts to determine if

FBI interview of Ogarrio and Dahiberg would disrupt any CIA operation

certainly was suspicious. We, of course, had no knowledge at that time
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of the discussions held at the White House by the President, Ehrlichman,

Dean, General Walters and Mr. Gray relative to possibly having CIA

pay salaries for those arrested. We also did not know of the apparent

efforts by the White House to use CIA to steer us away from investi-

gating the Ogarrio bank drafts.

Although there was extensive testimony about these activities

before the Ervin Committee, we still do not know the precise rationale

for that effort.

As noted earlier, the interviews of Ogarrio and Dahlberg

took place on July 6, 1972, and delays in these interviews actually did

not appear to alter the ultimate outcome of the Watergate investigation.

However, at the time we were seeking to interview these men, we

thought there was a good possibility they were involved in the DNCH

break-in conspiracy.

Other delays encountered in the early stages of this

investigation with regard to the interviews of individuals presently or

previously affiliated with CIA are as follows:

On June 28, 1972, Mr. Gray was confidentially informed

by CIA Director Helms tha — therefore,

should not be interviewed. The Field was so instructed; however, prior

$

to the receipt of that information,) been interviewed resulting
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in nn information of value. npupr interviewed and no ppaonn

to interview him is now known.

At the time that WFO discovered the

U On Julv 7. 1972. WFO advised that the

Alexandria was instructed to conduct appropriate investigation regarding

HHapto develop his identity and association with Hunt and other subjects.

On July 11, 1972, our Alexandria Office advised that CIA would furnish

information concernin nly to Acting Director Gray. On July 28,

1972 a handwritten note was personally delivered by General Walters to

who was in contact with Hunt during August, 1971. General Walters also

c
supplied a Uher recorder pursuant to Hunt’s request;

helped him get it in shape for overt, not covert, use; and there was no

attempt to make the recorder useful for clandestine activities.

Aside from the above contact regarding the recorders,

there were contacts with Hunt by CIA regarding false documents and

disguise for himself and an associate. CIA also loaned him a clandestine

camera which was returned. CIA also developed a roll of film for Hunt

of which it had copies showing some unidentifiable place. Mr. Gray

instructed that in view of the contents of the note, no further investigation

was to be conducted.



"1

This CIA assistance rendered to Hunt we believe had

nothing to do with the Watergate matter. Rather, it appears to have

been related to Hunt’s activities while attached to the Plumbers

Operation in the White House and is related to the break-in at the

office of Dr. Fielding in September, 1971. (The Ellsberg case.

)

We do not know the full scenario among the President

and Messrs. Ehrlichman, Haldeman, Dean, Helms, Walters, Gray and

possibly others; therefore, there is no way to evaluate the total effect,

if any, of their actions and those of CIA on the results of our investi-

gation.
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15. Alleged activities on part of White House officials to

limit, contain or obstruct FBI Watergate investigation (Dean, Haldeman,

Ehrlichman, Colson, et cetera). ^3

COMMENTS: There is absolutely no question but that the President’s

most senior associates at the White House conspired with great success

for nine months to obstruct our investigation. It was a matter of common

knowledge during the early weeks of the investigation that the FBI was

receiving only lip service cooperation from White House officials such as

Dean. Special Prosecutor Jaworski probably summed up the matter as

succinctly as can be done in motions filed June 5, 1974, with the court

relative to the pending trial of Mitchell, Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson,

Strachan, Parkinson, and Mardian. On that occasion Mr. Jaworski

attributed the success of the Watergate cover up to high level perjury

in the early days of the investigation, charging that lies by Mitchell and

Ehrlichman were particularly convincing. Mr. Jaworski, who is know-

ledgeable of our investigative activities including our frustrations, noted

it was ’’quite natural" for FBI agents who talked to Mitchell and Ehrlichman

to "assume that men of their stature would have no involvement" in the

criminal activities under investigation and would be eager to tell the

truth in the interest of justice.

It is also noted that in his testimony of July 11, 1973,

before the Ervin Committee, Mitchell, in a colloquy with Senator Weicker,
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described his motives and actions during the Watergate investigation in

part as follows: ”... I certainly was not about to do anything that would

provide for the disclosure of it” (referring to the so-called ”White House

horrors,” i. e. ,
the Plumbers activities involving Hunt, Liddy and others,

which he feared would be exposed by our investigation.

)

Messrs. Bates, Felt and Kunkel, when queried by the

Inspection Staff in June, 1973, about the matter of White House involve-

ment in the cover up, advised there were a number of discussions with

Mr. Gray during the early investigation at which time concern over the

lack of complete cooperation at the White House and CRP was voiced.

Mr. Felt particularly mentioned that on a number of occasions he

recommended to Mr. Gray that the President be urged to get the whole

case out in the open; however, Mr. Gray told Mr. Felt he did not think

an approach to the President was the proper course to pursue.

OBSERVATIONS: It appears in light of the foregoing that the dogged

determination of the Special Agents who investigated and supervised

this case accomplished absolutely all that could be accomplished in the

face of an extremely difficult situation and with many of the high cards

stacked against them. It is also of outstanding significance that the

Special Prosecutor has virtually totally relied upon the same FBI investi-

gative and supervisory staff who conducted the original Watergate investi-

gation to handle investigations relative to the cover up.
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GENERAL COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
BY THE

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

It is noted that virtually none of the above criticisms is

new and comments and explanations have been submitted by the Watergate

Special Matters Unit concerning most, if not all of these items, several

times previously on the following occasions:

a. Answers were given to several hundred critical questions
by Mr. Gray and his staff from late Summer, 1972, to the end
of that year.

b. Many of the same questions and criticisms were made
by the Senate and the news media in early 1973 during
Mr. Gray fs confirmation hearings and these were analyzed
on/1 Kv thic TTnit
«4.4&v& cvuu n vi. wu uno vmt«

c. Again when Mr. Ruckelshaus came on the scene in

the late Spring, 1973, his staff, particularly Carl Eardley,
questioned the handling of these matters and much of the same
ground was plowed for Ruckelshaus.

d. Subsequently, the Inspection Division analyzed the
hanHUncr nf fhA Watowafo matfor anHI nhtainoH AAmniflnfa
• W* If M-VV*

and explanations concerning many of the same items.

e. Later in the Summer of 1973, the Special Prosecutor’s
Office requested and was furnished a massive detailing of

all FB1HQ instructions issued during the entire investigation

of the Democratic National Committee Headquarters DNCH)
burglary.

OBSERVATIONS: As has been disclosed by the sensational revelations

detailing the carefully and skillfully operated cover up, the odds were

heavy against us in ever making a case against anyone other than the
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five arrested subjects. The plain fact is that the performail

agents was admirable. There was tremendous pressure On

mm
and FBIHQ personnel for months. Virtually all the Itmumewie Invest!-

gative and policy judgments which were made, often with little

.. (

reflection, proved to be valid.

However, the activities surrounding the Watergate Inclaei

have transfixed the consciousness of the American people and the world
. - _ «&.Wik3

- •
• •

•• - y - * ;* * ... yrv.-- ••>?* ^ *

to a degree unparalleled in political history and it was Inevitable that

work would be criticized since we performed extensively at the cen

the affair. It is also unavoidable that we will receive more critical
- ... -

comments in the future about the same events. Politicians’ and media

criticisms are a fact of life and we may as well realize it. There is

justification for some

criticism are attributable, in the main, to Mr. Gray and not to
"

• . •<

professional staff of the FBI. Unfortunately for us, many people make

no distinction between the FBI’s actions and Mr. Gray’s artto^^g

There is little doubt that Mr. Gray inade deplorably
• v . *j:**.'&**%

: r,f& J*?

decisions of historic proportions to: 1) allow John Dean to sit inou

't” %i
1 . .*

- *
:' : A. * :V

proposed FBI investigative activities at the White House; an<! 21 furnisf

Dean the raw
x . -.v •:“

1

W£.

•
•

•• ~ £:

'jj
•

.
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investigation conducted. It is clear, as recent evidence has shown,

that these two actions by Mr. Gray made it impossible for the FBI or

ut« TTorJnrol rr'r'o rtrl iui»u fa Viroalr fKrrmcrVi tho Aarofullw nrpna i*oH anH
i. \^U^A ai U11U J U* J VVF lyfi, VtVlfc Vlll vu^li bli\^ VMrJ. V«X UAAJ j/A VpUJl \/U M>lAVt

rehearsed pack of lies given to the Agents by White House and Committee

to Re-Elect the President personnel. Of course, his naivete (or his

villainy, depending on your point of view) in accepting material from

Hunt’s White House office preferred to him by Dean and Ehrlichman,

his failure to transmit that material for investigative and evidenciary

evaluation and his subsequent destruction of the material, has not had

a beneficial aftereffect on the FBI's reputation.
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V. WATERGATE INVESTIGATION -

OPE ANALYSIS

The FBI’s investigation of the Watergate break-in, cover

up and related matters has been one of the most extensive and intensive

efforts in the Bureau’s history. To date this complex investigation has

involved approximately 180 separate cases which have resulted in investi-

gative activity in 58 field offices(|^|||BI|||||Hmmi As of

May 31, 1974, the Bureau had expended 83,042 agent hours and 25,514

clerical hours - a total of 108,556 man hours on these investigations.

To date these investigations have resulted in 29 convictions and an

additional 16 subjects have been indicted and are awaiting court dis-

position.

The intensity of the Bureau’s Watergate investigations

has been matched if not exceeded by the scrutiny to which these investi-

gations have been subjected. Within the Bureau these cases have been

afforded extremely close supervision, direction and control at the

Headquarters level. Major decisions relating to policy have been decided

at the Assistant Director or above level. Routine investigative activity

has been reviewed and coordinated by the Watergate Special Matters

Unit, Accounting and Fraud Section, General Investigative Division.

Acting Directors Gray and Ruckelshaus and Director Kelley have all

given personal attention to pertinent activities and developments in
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these cases as they have progressed. Three committees in Congress,

The Senate Judiciary, The Senate Select Committee on Presidential

Campaign Activities (known as the Ervin Committee and/or the Senate

Watergate Committee), and The House Judiciary Committee, have had

extensive access to the results of the Bureau’s investigations and in

certain instances direct access to Bureau file material involving these

cases. The Justice Department, the U. S. Attorney for the District of

Columbia, and the Special Prosecutor’s Office have been involved in the

directions taken in the Bureau’s inquiries and have received voluminous

reports in all phases of these investigations. Finally, the news media

has given the Watergate and related activities unprecedented coverage

including the most extensive use of investigative reporters and confidential

sources of any domestic event in the Nation’s history.

The intensive interest in, and notoriety of, the Watergate

matters has unalterably led to criticism of both the investigation and

prosecution (or lack of prosecution) by the FBI and the Justice Department.

Much of the criticism was raised during the confirmation hearings on the

nomination of L. Patrick Gray HI to be FBI Director, as well as during

the Senate Watergate hearing. The news media has had a virtual field

day in criticizing all aspects of the Watergate investigation while at the

same time gratuitously claiming credit for most of the significant

revelations in the case. The release of the White House transcripts
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by President Nixon on April 30, 1974, added another Unique aspect to

the Watergate affair and resulted in further speculation regarding the

Bureau’s handling of its responsibilities during the course of these

investigations.

In order to make a comprehensive evaluation of this entire

matter OPE approached the Bureau’s activities from a ’’devil’s advocate”

position. The principal sources of critical commentary were reviewed

and their positions and/or allegations were documented. Thereafter,

t»Aftr\AyinihlA fk a ’D«i«iaoii ^ a n rtfItrifiaa /AtTAAAf ak* AU1UOU 1 UO^UOlUiC 1U1 Ul^ U UX cau O abliv lllCO \CAbCpL XUl UlCl Xltui

Director Gray) were asked to state the rationale behind Bureau actions

in each of the principal areas of criticism. OPE then carefully reviewed

the various Bureau actions and rationale behind these actions in com-

nnwicAn nfifK A1 C W-lpax lovil WXUl U 4U gxuuuuo 1V 1 tx hxlxolu. 4 a ah v* aai

A

iAn tkof Ikn Hit roo

n

T
<— upiiuvu uuxt vnt j^ui c.au »

T*XK AO VUX

actions, activities and positions in each of the principal areas of criticism

were sound and are thoroughly defensible within the scope of sound

investigative techniques, the prevailing law and well established Department

of .Tnsti/»o cm iHoi inoa anH nnl

i

auVA V ^VtiViVAXUVU U>ilVI j

«

'Thoro o ro hnwpv/ii' nontain of fho«o
.* V- UA I1V TT V T V* Vi »-**VW

areas where the Bureau’s actions are less defensible than others. OPE

perceives these areas to be as follows:

a. The actions and activities of former Acting Director
L. Patrick Gray m.

b. The possibility of information having been leaked from
FBI personnel.
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c. The alleged failure to detect an electronic ”bug"

in the Democratic National Committee Headquarters
while conducting a search for such devices.

The actions and activities of Mr. Gray concerning the

Watergate matters have been thoroughly examined within the Bureau

and a full accounting has been furnished to the Special Prosecutor’s

Office. The commentary submitted by the General Investigative

Division in Section IV, Item #10 supra, fully explores the ramifications

of Mr. Gray’s actions and OPE concurs in this evaluation. Since

Mr. Gray’s activities were completely self-initiated and in view of

the fact that his actions are now being scrutinized by the Special Pro-

secutor and a Federal grand jury it does not seem to be either

necessary or prudent to further pursue this matter at this time.

In the area of the possible leaks of information about

Watergate matters, there is no doubt that certain information was leaked

by Bureau personnel. The Inspection Division is conducting an inquiry

into this matter and therefore OPE did not further pursue this particular

aspect.

The criticism regarding the alleged failure to detect and

remove an electronic "bug" from one of the telephones in the Democratic

National Committee Headquarters is more difficult to deal with. In

addition to the Democratic National Committee Headquarters officials

and the news media, Acting U. S. Attorney Earl Silbert and Assistant
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U. S. Attorney General Henry Petersen have both stated that the FBI

missed the bug while conducting the search of the Democratic National

Committee Headquarters on June 29, 1972. The following factors relate

to this controversial matter:

a. During interview of Alfred C. Baldwin m he admitted

to monitoring telephone calls of Spencer Oliver in the

Democratic National Committee Headquarters. This
monitoring took place up to June 16, 1972,

b. At the time the five subjects were arrested in the

Democratic National Committee Headquarters at

the Watergate, three electronic "bugs" and one
transceiver were recovered, in their possession,
but not on any of the telephones. None of these
devices were operating on 118.9 mz.

c. On September 13, 1972, an electronic "bug" was
found on the telephone of Spencer Oliver in the

Democratic National Committee Headquarters by
telephone company employees. This "bug" was
inoperative, but when activated it operated within

the general range that Baldwin stated he was
monitoring.

d. James McCord examined the ’hug" taken from
Oliver’s telephone and stated it was identical to

the one he placed in that location.

e. WFO conducted an extensive investigation but was
unable to establish that any other party had placed
this "bug".

The Laboratory Division states that its personnel conducted

a thorough sweep and the "bug" was not there. The Laboratory Division

also points out that Telephone Security personnel conducted a similar

search on June 17-18, 1972, and reported that "nothing unusual or out

of order was detected. Neither the Laboratory personnel nor the
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Telephone Security personnel made notes or any other type of on-the-

scene record of the extent of the search.

Based on the foregoing it is apparent that neither position

can be positively proven. Therefore, the only realistic position that

the Bureau can take is that technically competent Bureau personnel have

stated that they searched this location and found no electronic device.

It appears fruitless to debate the issue further.

A final point should be made at this time:

There is no question that certain acts and omissions com-

mitted by high Administration officials had a dilatory effect on certain

aspects of the FBI's investigation. However, there has been no indication

of other than a professional, diligent and tenacious investigative endeavor

on the part of Bureau personnel. This point was brought home during

the Senate confirmation hearing of former Acting Director Ruckelshaus

to be Deputy Attorney General on September 12, 1973. Mr. Ruckelshaus

stated that during his tenure as Acting Director "His efforts involved

(1) reviewing the entire Watergate investigation by the FBI up to that

point, (2) responding to requests from the grand jury through the pro-

secutors to pursue particular leads, and (3) following up a variety of

allegations in the media of impropriety or inadequacy in the FBI’s

handling of the Watergate investigation. All memoranda, logs, documents,

and records developed in all of those activities have been turned over
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to the Special Prosecutor, who has been charged with the entire

responsibility for investigating the Watergate matter, including

allegations concerning the adequacy of the original investigation by

the FBI. ”25

Ruckelshaus further advised the Committee "I have no

information in terms of the Watergate break-in that the FBI did anything

other than act in a totally professional manner, in terms of following

out any leads or any interviews or doing any investigation they were

asked to do. This is one of the things that got the FBI agents themselves

involved in some distress because they feel that they’ve done a very good

job in what they were supposed to be doing. They acted very professionally.

And I think they’re right. I think they did. ”^6

OPE, based on the foregoing facts, also believes that the

FBI has no cause to be chagrined by its total effort in the Watergate

iii<uicrs.
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT
WATERGATE RELATED EVENTS

October 1, 1971

James W. McCord, Jr. ,
former FBI agent and retired

CIA official, begins part-time consulting work for the Committee for the

Re-Election of the President (CRP).

December 1, 1971

G. Gordon Liddy leaves his post on the Domestic Council
and the White House and becomes counsel for the CRP.

January 9, 1972

McCord assumes the position of full time Security Co-
ordinator for CRP with additional duties as Security Coordinator for the

Republican National Committee.

January 27, 1972

At a meeting in the Attorney General’s Office, U. S.

Department of Justice, attended by John N. Mitchell, the Attorney General;
Jeb Stuart Magruder, the Acting Director of the CRP; G. Gordon Liddy,

counsel to the CRP; and John W. Dean III, White House Counsel, Liddy
presents an intelligence plan which he proposes to be implemented for

the CRP. This plan allegedly included both legal and illegal activities

including electronic surveillance of various potential political opponents
of the President and Democratic Party facilities. This plan was estimated
by Liddy to cost approximately one million dollars and according to the

testimony of both Dean and Mitchell, Mitchell turned the plan down directing

that a more realistic plan be devised.

February 4, 1972

Mitchell, Dean, Liddy and Magruder again meet in the

Attorney General’s Office and discuss a revised intelligence proposal pre-
pared by Liddy which is estimated to cost approximately one-half million

dollars and emphasizes electronic surveillance. Mitchell is reported to

have again declined to approve this particular plan.



March 1, 1972

John N. Mitchell leaves his post as Attorney General and

becomes Director of the CRP.

March 22, 1972

George Gordon Liddy ,
after reported conflicts with Jeb

Magruder, leaves his post as counsel to the CRP and assumes the post

as counsel to the Financial CRP.

March 30, 1972

Another meeting is held to discuss intelligence plans for

CRP as developed by Liddy. This meeting is held in Key Biscayne, Florida

and is attended by John Mitchell, Frederick C. LaRue (a former White
House aide who at that time held the position of assistant to Mitchell at

the CRP), and Jeb Magruder. Magruder has testified that at this meeting

Mitchell approved the intelligence plan which included wiretapping and
authorized a budget of $250, 000 for these projects. Mitchell has denied

that he authorized the plan and LaRue has been ambiguous in his state-

ments concerning whether or not the plan was authorized.

April 7, 1972

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 became effective

on this date. This Act, in addition to amending certain sections of the

Criminal Code relating to Election Laws, broadened the reporting require-

ments regulating Federal campaign contributions.

May 1, 1972

Alfred C. Baldwin III was offered a position with the CRP
by James McCord who identified himself as the Security Coordinator for

the CRP. Baldwin accepted this offer and on May 2, 1972, traveled to

Washington, D. C. ,
where he undertook certain security related assign-

ments at the direction of McCord.

May 22, 1972

Bernard L. Barker, Eugenio Martinez, Virgilio Gonzalez,

Frank A. Sturgis, Renaldo Pico, and Felipe DeDiego arrive in Washington,

D. C. ,
from Miami and register at the Manger Hamilton Hotel and begin a

series of meetings with E. Howard Hunt, G. Gordon Liddy and James
McCord.



May 25, 1972

)

Hunt and Gonzalez attempted an entry to the Democratic

National Committee Headquarters in the Watergate Office Building complex,

but were unsuccessful in their entry attempt.

May 27, 1972

A second break-in attempt is made at the Democratic
National Committee offices but entry is not successfully completed.

May 28, 1972

A successful entry is made into the Democratic National

Committee Headquarters on the sixth floor of the Watergate Office Building

complex. James McCord states that he placed electronic listening devices

on the telephones of Spencer Oliver and Lawrence O'Brien. At the same
time the members of the Barker group from Miami were taking photographs

of various documents which they were able to obtain in the Democratic
National Committee office space.

May 29, 1972

Baldwin began monitoring the telephone coversations of

Spencer Oliver on communications equipment furnished by James McCord
and upon instructions of McCord prepared a log of the conversations inter-

cepted.

June 9, 1972

According to the testimony of Jeb Stuart Magruder on this

date he gave John Mitchell the wiretap logs which he, Magruder, had
obtained from Liddy. These transcripts were under the code name
"Gemstone". He allegedly provided to Mitchell photographs that had
been taken inside of the Democratic National Committee Headquarters.
Mitchell has vehemently denied the truth of this statement by Magruder.

June 17, 1972

At approximately 2:30 a. m. James McCord and four of the

Cuban-Americans, Barker, Sturgis, Gonzalez and Martinez, are captured
inside the Democratic National Committee Headquarters office by the
Washington Metropolitan Police Department. Found in the possession
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of these subjects was photographic equipment, burglary tools, electronic

equipment and what appeared to the police at that time to be an explosive

device. All of the subjects were using aliases at this time and refused

to be interviewed and to state for whom they were working and for what
purpose they were in the building.

WFO was advised of the arrest of five men in the Democratic
National Committee Headquarters at the Watergate and it was indicated

that they appeared to have been attempting to place a bomb in it. Special

Agents were dispatched immediately to the police station where the evidence
and the subjects had been taken. Upon arrival the agents were advised
that the explosive device was in fact an electronic listening device. Based
upon this determination the Bureau entered the case to determine if a
violation of the Interception of Communications Statutes had occurred.
Bureau agents assisted the Metropolitan Police Department in obtaining

search warrants for two rooms in the Watergate Hotel based upon probable
cause established by the possession of the keys to these rooms by the

subjects. Located during the search of these rooms was a check imprinted
with the name E. Howard Hunt. An immediate check of WFO indices

determined that Hunt had been the subject of a special inquiry for the

White House and the file indicated he had been employed by the White
House as of July 1971. Immediately thereafter agents proceeded to Hunt’s

residence in Potomac, Maryland, and attempted to interview him. But
he refused to discuss the case other than acknowledging that the check
found by the agents was in fact his.

June 17, 1972

G. Gordon Liddy and Powell A. Moore, an official of

CRP, contacted Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst at the Burning
Tree Golf Club. Liddy advised Kleindienst that Mitchell had asked him
to contact Kleindienst concerning the break-in at the Democratic National
Committee Headquarters. Liddy stated that some of the persons who
were arrested might be employed by either the White House or the CRP
and wanted to see if Kleindienst could effect their release. Kleindienst
has stated that he promptly dismissed these men and immediately there-
after contacted Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen and instructed

that those arrested at the Democratic National Committee Headquarters
should receive no different treatment than any other person arrested in

a similar circumstance.
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June 18, 1972

Continuing investigation by WFO agents and the Metropolitan

Police Department resulted in the identification of the five arrested subjects

and determination that McCord and Barker had CIA ties.

June 19, 1972

Assistant United States Attorney Earl Silbert of the District

of Columbia advised that he was assuming prosecutive jurisdiction of this

case upon specific instructions of the Justice Department and the United
States Attorney. He advised that the Department wanted an intensive,

thorough investigation regarding the five arrested subjects and any other
persons who might be involved in view of the apparent violation of the

Interception of Communications Statutes.

June 19, 1972

Information was received that a room in the Howard Johnson
Motel immediately across the street from the Watergate Office complex
had been utilized by James McCord and others. Investigation determined
that James McCord had rented a room in this motel in the name of McCord
Associates. Telephone toll calls made from this room led Bureau agents
to the identification of Alfred C. Baldwin III and a determination that he
is a former Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Baldwin
was identified by personnel of the motel as a person they had seen fre-
quently in the room rented by McCord.

June 19, 1972

According to testimony he gave at a later date before the

Senate Watergate Committee, John W. Dean m stated that on this date
or possibly the following day he told Attorney General Kleindienst that

"this matter could lead directly to the White House." Assistant Attorney
General Petersen was called in and advised of the same information.
Dean further stated that he got the impression that Petersen "realized
the problems a wide open investigation of the White House might create
in an election year.

"

June 21, 1972

John D. Ehrlichman, Assistant to the President for Domestic
Affairs, contacted L. Patrick Gray HE, Acting Director of the FBI, and
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instructed Gray to deal directly with John W. Dean in on Watergate
matter investigations concerning any White House activities or personnel.

June 22, 1972

John Dean, White House Counsel, informed Acting Director

Gray that he would sit in on all FBI interviews of White House personnel.

June 22, 1972

WFO agents interview Charles Colson, Special Counsel
to the President, in the presence of John Dean. During the interview

Colson stated he believed that E. Howard Hunt had worked on the third

floor of the White House. The interviewing agents asked Mr. Dean if

they could accompany Dean to Hunt’s office to determine if Hunt had left

anything there. Dean indicated that this was the first that he was aware
of this office and that the White House would provide the FBI with any
contents belonging to Hunt.

June 23, 1972

Acting Director Gray meets with John Dean and indicates

that he will hold off authorizing Bureau agents interviewing Manuel
Ogarrio, a Mexican attorney through whose bank account funds had been
funneled to the Barker group who took part in the Watergate burglary.
Gray states that this was done at Dean’s request that the Bureau not

expose CIA sources in connection with the movement of funds connected
to the CRP through Mexican channels.

June 26, 1972

On two separate occasions during this day John Dean and
his assistant, Fred Fielding, gave WFO agents two boxes containing material
and personal effects from E. Howard Hunt’s office in the White House.

June 28, 1972

Acting Director Gray contacts John Dean and advises him
that he has scheduled a meeting with CIA Director Helms in order to

straighten out the Mexican money channel to determine if there is any
CIA involvement so that Bureau agents may proceed with logical investi-

gation in this area. Gray states that Ehrlichman called him that same
date and told him to cancel the meeting because it wasn’t necessary.
Gray stated that he complied with this request.
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June 28, 1972

K

Acting Director Gray meets with John Dean and John
Ehrlichman in Ehrlichman’s White House office. At this time Dean
gives to Gray two files which he states came from Howard Hunt’s safe.

According to later testimony of Mr. Gray, Dean stated that these two
files contained "political dynamite" and "should never see the light of

day."

June 29, 1972

On this day and the following day technically trained agents
T7T5T T nkn - AAA...U.. A ..A.. A< 1.1 T"\ 1.1 _

ui uic r di i_ja.uuxa.iuiy uumjjitrieu a security sui'vt?y ux me uemucraiii;
National Committee Headquarters and the Watergate Office Building with
negative results. No additional electronic surveillance equipment was
located during the survey.

July 6, 1972

Acting Director Gray met with General Walters, Deputy
ni ro/'fnr nf tho PTA
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stating that the CIA had no interest in Ogarrio or Dahlberg. Gray states

that after receiving this memorandum he ordered the interviews of

Ogarrio and Dahlberg to be conducted. Gray further states that on this

day he was contacted by the President nn aVll ecnaratp matfor* Vint tnnlr thekj XAVW U.XUVVVA A/UV VWAA 144V

occasion to warn the President of his concern about the Watergate
investigation. Gray stated that he told the President that he and General
Walters felt that people on the President’s staff were trying to mortally
wound die President by using the CIA and FBI and by confusing the question
of CIA interest in, or not in, people the FBI wished to interview. Gray
stated that the President advised him to continue to conduct an aggressive
and thorough investigation.

July 10, 1972

Alfred C. Baldwin in made a statement to Bureau agents
and Assistant U. S. Attorneys implicating himself in the monitoring of

electronically intercepted telephone conversations on the telephone of

Spencer Oliver in the Democratic National Headquarters at the Watergate
Building. Baldwin indicated he was working directly for James McCord
and had also had direct contact with E. Howard Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy
during the course of the electronic interception and break-in at Democratic
National Committee Headquarters. Baldwin indicated that both Hunt and
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Liddy were on the scene in the immediate vicinity of the break-in

on June 17, 1972, but both had escaped detection at that point.

Baldwin’s statement provided the first direct proof of the involve-

ment of Hunt and Liddy in the Watergate break-in and wiretapping.

July 21, 1972

Acting Director Gray starts sending FBI file material

including FD-302 interview reports to John Dean at the White House
without clearing the reports through the Attorney General. On the

prior day Dwight Dalbey, Assistant Director, Office of Legal Counsel,
had submitted a memorandum to Mr. Gray indicating that FBI records
are in the custody of the Attorney General and technically may not be
released from the Department without his consent. Dalbey stated that

the authority and obligation of the FBI are to keep the Attorney General
informed and what ever other action the Attorney General decided would
rest with him.

September 7, 1972

Mr. Lawrence O’Brien, Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, states that he has evidence that his personal office

telephone was tapped for several weeks before the June 17, 1972,

break-in. He states that his office was broken in during May 1972 and
indicated that he was a victim of a Republican sponsored invasion.

September 13, 1972

On this date an electronic device was found on the telephone

of Spencer Oliver in the Democratic National Committee Headquarters in

the Watergate Office Building. This electronic device was found by telephone
company security employees after a complaint by personnel of the

Democratic National Committee. WFO agents and FBI Laboratory
personnel launched an investigation into this additional wiretapping
equipment.

September 15, 1972

A Federal Grand Jury in Washington, D. C. ,
returns a

multi- count indictment against the five subjects found inside the Democratic
National Committee Headquarters at Watergate and additionally charges
E. Howard Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy with Conspiracy, Interception of

Communications and Burglary. After the return of the indictments J. W.
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Hushen, Director of Public Information at the Justice Department,
makes a public statement that the indictments have ended the investi-

gation and "we have absolutely no evidence to indicate that any others

should be charged. " (It should be noted that at this time both the

WFO and the Federal Grand Jury were still working on numerous out-

standing investigative matters and there was no indication that the

Bureau’s investigation was to cease at this point.

)

September 16, 1972

V,',i

Attorney General Kleindienst issues a statement setting

forth that the investigation by the FBI and USA’s Office in the District

of Columbia is one of the most intensive, objective and thorough investi-

gations that has been undertaken by the Justice Department in several
years. Assistant Attorney General Petersen also issues a statement
saying that allegations that a whitewash has been involved in the investi-

gation are completely untrue. Petersen issued statistics indicating that

333 agents from 51 field offices have worked 1, 897 leads, conducted

1, 551 interviews and expended 14, 098 man hours in conducting this

investigation and in addition the Federal Grand Jury has met for a total

of 125 hours and examined 50 witnesses.

December 7, 1972

In newspaper accounts Kathleen Chenow, a White House
secretary, confirms the existence of a "Plumbers Unit” in the White
House as an internal investigative unit. She stated that its members
were David R. Young, G. Gordon Liddy, E. Howard Hunt, and Egil
VMA/rh
XVI. Vigil.
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media.

December 8, 1972

In Chicago, Illinois, a United Airlines jet crashes killing

Dorothy Hunt, the wife of E. Howard Hunt. FBI agents at the scene recover
$10,000 in one hundred dollar bills found in the pocket book of Mrs. Hunt.

January 8, 1973

In U. S. District Court, Washington, D. C. , before Chief
Judge John Sirica the trial of the seven indicted Watergate break-in
subjects begins.
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January 11, 1973

Senator Sam J. Ervin (D-NC) is picked to head a Senate

investigation of Watergate related matters in the Presidential election

campaign of 1972.

January 15, 1973

Four of the Watergate break-in defendants, Barker,
Gonzalez, Martinez and Sturgis, enter guilty pleas to all seven counts

of the Watergate break-in indictment. E. Howard Hunt has previously

on January 11, 1973, plead guilty to all counts of the indictment charging
him with complicity in the Watergate break-in and wiretapping matters.

January 17, 1973

During the trial of the seven defendants in the Watergate
break-in case the court goes into closed session where Alfred Baldwin
testified that he monitored approximately 200 conversations on this wiretap
and gave daily logs to James McCord.

January 30, 1973

In the Federal trial of the remaining Watergate break-in
defendants, James McCord and G. Gordon Liddy, the jury returns a guilty

verdict on all counts.

February 7, 1973

The United States Senate votes to establish a select committee
for the investigation of the Presidential election campaign of 1972. The
committee is to be composed of four Democratics and three Republicans.

February 17, 1973

Mr. L. Patrick Gray HI is nominated by President Nixon
to be permanent Director of the FBI. His nomination is sent to the Senate
Judiciary Committee for consideration.

February 28, 1973

During confirmation hearings before the Senate Judiciary
Committee Acting Director Gray acknowledges that he has shown John Dean,
White House Counsel, FBI files relating to the Watergate Investigation.

Mr. Gray also offers to open the FBI investigative files on this investi-

gation to Senators who wish to see them.
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March 13, 1973

Mr. Gray supplies the Senate Judiciary Committee with
a memorandum showing that he had met with or talked to John Dean on
33 occasions between June and September 1972 relating to the Watergate
investigation. Mr. Gray had previously, on March 7, 1973, advised
this Committee that he had provided John Dean with 82 FBI investigative

reports relating to the Watergate matter.

March 19, 1973

Judge John Sirica receives a letter from James McCord
charging that he and other Watergate defendants were under political

pressure to plead guilty and remain silent. He also intimates that perjury
was committed at the trial and that higher-ups were involved in the break-
in and that there is a cover up of the entire Watergate investigation being
conducted.

March 20, 1973

Acting Director Gray informed the Senate Judiciary Committee
that he had received orders from Attorney General Kleindienst to refuse to

answer further questions regarding the FBI’s investigation of the Watergate
or other ongoing investigative activities.

March 22, 1973

During questioning by Senator Robert C. Byrd (D-W. Va. ),

Mr. Gray acknowledges that John Dean probably lied to FBI agents investi-

gating the Watergate matter when he told them on June 22, 1972, that he
did not know if Hunt had an office in the White House.

April 5, 1973

President Nixon withdraws L. Patrick Gray’s nomination
to be Director of the FBI.

April 27, 1973

L. Patrick Gray resigns as Acting Director of the FBI.
Mr. Gray issues a statement indicating that certain serious allegations
concerning his actions during the ongoing Watergate investigation are now
a matter of public record and as a consequence he would tender his
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immediate resignation as Acting Director of the FBI. There have been
previous newspaper accounts indicating that Mr. Gray had received

certain documents from the White House safe of E. Howard Hunt directly

from John Dean and that he had withheld these files and later destroyed
them.

April 27, 1973

William D. Huckelshaus is appointed by President Nixon
as Acting Director of the FBI to replace Mr. Gray. Mr. Huckelshaus
states that he does not expect to be in this position longer than two months.

April 30, 1973

President Nixon announced the resignation of H. R. Haldeman,
White House Chief of Staff; John D. Ehrlichman, Chief Counselor for

Domestic Affairs; John W. Dean, Presidential Counsel and Attorney
General Kleindienst. At the same time the President announced the

nomination of Elliott L. Richardson as Attorney General and General
Alexander Haig as the new White House Chief of Staff. The President
indicated that the new Attorney General (Richardson) would have full

charge of the Administration’s Watergate investigations and would have
authority to appoint a Special Prosecutor in the case.

May 17, 1973

The Senate Select Committee on the Investigation of the

Presidential Election Campaign of 1972, under the Chairmanship of

Senator Sam Ervin, begins public hearings. Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr.

(R-Tenn. ) is the Co-Chairman.

May 18, 1973

Attorney General Designate Elliott Richardson names
former Solicitor General Archibald Cox, a Harvard Professor, as Special

Prosecutor in the Justice Department to probe and prosecute the Watergate
and related investigations.

May 22, 1973

Acting Director Ruckelshaus instructed that an analysis be
prepared concerning allegations indicating possible involvement of former
Acting Director L. Patrick Gray in the cover up or use of action to delay or
impede the FBI investigation of the Watergate. This project was assigned
to the Inspection Division.
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May 30, 1973

John Ehrlichman, former Assistant to the President,
tells a Senate Subcommittee investigating the CIA involvement in the

Watergate case and the Pentagon papers that President Nixon was aware
of the FBI investigation into Mexican aspects of the break-in within six

days after it occurred and had instructed him (Ehrlichman) and Haldeman
to have the CIA ’’curb the FBI probe”.

June 7, 1973

Acting Director Ruckelshaus submits a document to Archibald
Cox, Special Prosecuting Attorney, U. S. Justice Department, setting

forth a precise record on the FBI’s activities at the initial stages of the

Watergate investigation. This document, which was prepared by the
Inspection Division, in conjunction with the Special Watergate Matters
Unit of the General Investigative Division, former Assistant Director
Charles W. Bates and Acting Associate Director W. Mark Felt, is 26
pages in length and has six memoranda as enclosures which further specify
the exact activities which occurred at the outset of the Watergate investi-

gation.

June 25, 1973

John Dean, former White House Counsel, testified concerning
his role in the cover up of the Watergate investigation and the role of several
other administration officials. Dean indicated that the President was aware
of the cover up as early as September 1972. John Dean's testimony before
the Senate Watergate Committee continued for three more days until

June 28, 1973.

June 26, 1973

The Inspection Division, in conjunction with the General
Investigative Division, the Press Services Office and the Office of Legal
Counsel, completed its analysis of the possible involvement by L. Patrick
Gray in illegal and/or improper activities to impede or delay the FBI’s
investigation of the Watergate matter. This analysis was furnished to

Acting Director Ruckelshaus. (This analysis was also furnished to the
Office of the Special Prosecutor on April 10, 1974.

)
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July 9, 1973

Mr. Clarence M. Kelley is sworn in as Director of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation replacing William D. Ruckelshaus. After

leaving the FBI as Acting Director, Mr. Ruckelshaus is appointed Deputy
Attorney General.

July 16, 1973

Alexander P. Butterfield, Administrator of the Federal
Aviation Administration and a former White House Aide, advised the

Senate Watergate Committee that all of President Nixon’s conversations

in the White House and Executive Office Building were recorded beginning

in the Spring of 1971 by concealed microphones and telephone bugs.
Butterfield stated that the listening devices were installed under President
Nixon’s authority for ’’posterity’s sake”.

October 10, 1973

Vice President Spirio Agnew resigned after pleading nolo

contendere to a charge of Federal income tax evasion. Vice President
Agnew 's resignation had no connection with the Watergate investigation.

October 19, 1973

John W. Dean III enters a guilty plea to one count Conspiracy
to Obstruct Justice for his role in the Watergate investigation cover up.

In exchange for an agreement to further testify Special Prosecutor Cox
granted Dean immunity from prosecution for other Watergate crimes.

October 20, 1973

The White House announced that President Nixon had ordered
Attorney General Elliott L. Richardson to dismiss Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox; that Richardson had resigned rather than comply with that
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order and that Deputy Attorney General William D. Ruckelshaus, who
had also refused the President’s order, had been fired. The White House
stated that Solicitor General Robert H. Bork had become the Acting

Attorney General and had dismissed Special Prosecutor Cox and dissolved

the Office of the Special Prosecutor.

November 1, 1973

President Nixon names Senator William B. Saxbe of Ohio
to be Attorney General and Leon Jaworski, a Houston attorney, as the

new Special Prosecutor.

November 5, 1973

In a hearing in U. S. District Court, Washington, D. C. ,

on a motion to withdraw guilty pleas by five of the original seven Watergate
defendants, a member of the Special Prosecutor’s Office revealed that

John W. Dean, former White House Counsel, had admitted to destroying
two notebooks that had been taken from the White House safe of E. Howard
Hunt, two days after the Watergate break-in. Previously Dean had stated

that all of the material had either been furnished to FBI agents or to

Acting Director Gray. Dean also had not made an admission to retaining

and later destroying these notebooks during his testimony before the Senate

Watergate Committee. Dean had told the Special Prosecutor’s Office that

he found the notebooks while going through White House file materials in

January 1973. Dean claimed that the notebooks contained names and
addresses of people connected with the Watergate break-in and related

crimes.

November 21, 1973

White House Special Counsel J. Fred Buzhardt advised
U. S. District Judge John Sirica that an eighteen and one -half minute
section of a White House tape recorded on June 20, 1972, of conversations
between President Nixon and his former Chief of Staff, H. R. Haldeman,
was blank and contained no audible tones. Judge Sirica ordered the

White House to turn the remaining portion of that tape and others that

had been subpoenaed over to the court by November 26, 1973.

December 20, 1973

House Judiciary Committee Chairman Peter W. Rodino (D-NJ),
announced the selection of John M. Doar, former Assistant Attorney General
in the Administration of President Kennedy as Special Counsel to the House
Judiciary Committee for the purpose of conducting an inquiry into possible
impeachment grounds against President Nixon.
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February 6, 1974

The House of Representatives, U. S. Congress, votes

approval for the House Judiciary Committee to conduct an impeachment
investigation and grant powers of subpoena and funds for this inquiry.

February 19, 1974

The Senate Watergate Committee ended its public hearings
into the Presidential election campaign practices of 1972. Committee
Chairman Sam Ervin stated that it was now up to the House Judiciary

Committee and the courts to carry on the Watergate investigations that

his Committee had begun.

March 1, 1974

A Federal Grand Jury in Washington, D. C. ,
indicted seven

former officials of the White House or the President’s Re-Election
Committee for conspiring to impede the investigation of the Watergate
break-in at the Democratic National Headquarters. The seven indicted

include former Attorney General John Mitchell, former Presidential

Chief of Staff H. R. Haldeman, former Assistant to the President for

Domestic Affairs John D. Ehrlichman, former Special Counsel to the

President Charles W. Colson, former Assistant Attorney General
Robert C. Mardian, former attorney for the Committee to Re-Elect the

President Kenneth W. Parkinson and former Assistant to H. R. Haldeman
at the White House Gordon Strachan.

April 10, 1974

The Bureau forwarded to the Special Prosecutor’s Office

a letter enclosing 33 documents and/or internal Bureau memoranda dealing
with possible violations of law by former Acting Director L. Patrick
Gray in. Included in the enclosures was a June 26, 1973, memorandum
from Inspector James J. O’Connor to Mr. Jacobson setting forth the

results of the Bureau’s internal review regarding possible impedement
or obstruction of the Watergate investigation by former Acting Director
Gray.

April 30, 1974

President Nixon transmits to the House Judiciary Committee
and releases to the public 1,308 pages of edited transcripts from re-
cordings taken in the White House relating to Watergate matters. The
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President states that these transcripts will answer all inquiries
regarding his activities in relation to the Watergate matter and will
provide the public and the House Judiciary Committee with the answer
to the basic question at issue "Whether the President personally acted
improperly in the Watergate matter?"



)
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
OF

MOST SIGNIFICANT SUBJECTS

1. BERNARD L. BARKER

One of the five subjects arrested in the Democratic Party National
Headquarters, Watergate Office Building, June 17, 1972. Barker is the
President of Barker Associates, Inc. ,

Miami, a real estate firm. He
was born in Havana, Cuba, March 17, 1917. of American parents. He

Barker
was uriiizea to recruit other uuoan-Americans to participate in the Water-
gate burglaries and his company bank accounts were utilized as a conduit
for funds which were utilized in the activities of the Watergate burglars.

Prosecutive Action

Barker was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on September 15,
1972, on one count of Interception of Communications and one count of

Conspiracy as well as two counts of violation of the District of Columbia
Code. On January 15, 1973, Barker plead guilty and on November 9,

1973, he was sentenced to an indefinite term of from 18 months to 6 years
in Federal custody.

2. DWIGHT L. CHAPIN

Former Appointments Secretary to President Nixon, Chapin was
a close associate of H. R. Haideman and worked for Haldeman at the
J. Walter Thompson Advertising Agency in Los Angeles, California,
prior to coming to the White House in 1969. Chapin resigned his post
at the White House on February 28, 1973, and returned to the business
world.

Prosecutive Action

On November 29, 1973, Chapin was indicted on four counts of
making false statements before a Federal Grand Jury. On April 5, 1974,
he was convicted on two counts and was sentenced May 15, 1974, to 10 to

30 months in Federal custody. Chapin is presently free during appeal.



3. CHARLES W. COLSON

Former Special Counsel to President Nixon from late 1969 until

February 1973, Colson was in charge of special projects and liaison with

outside groups. He is prominently mentioned in the White House tapes

as being a hard-nose trouble-shooter. Colson brought E. Howard Hunt

to the White House as a consultant. Colson was questioned several

times by Bureau agents during the immediate aftermath of the Watergate

burglary and while answering questions was generally extremely guarded

in his comments and not fully cooperative.

Prosecutive Action

On March 1, 1974, Colson was indicted on one count of Conspiracy

to Obstruct Justice and one count of Obstruction of Justice in connection

with the cover up of the Watergate burglary matters. These charges
were dropped after Colson plead guilty in the Ellsberg case on June 3,

1974. Colson was indicted on March 7, 1974, on one count of Conspiracy
to violate the civil rights of Dr. Fielding, the psychiatrist to Dr. Ellsberg.

This charge was also dropped on June 3, 1974, when Colson plead guilty

to another charge, that of Obstruction of Justice in the Ellsberg investi-

gation and trial.

4. JOHN W. DEAN HI

Former Chief Counsel to the President and Deputy Associate
Attorney General of the United States, Dean, aged 35, was the President’s

Counsel from July 1970 until April 30, 1973. Dean was the liaison

representative of the White House with the Bureau during the Watergate
investigation and received written reports from former Acting Director

L. Patrick Gray. In addition Dean sat in all interviews of White House
employees conducted by the Bureau. It was alleged and Dean has con-

firmed that he withheld certain documents from the safe of E. Howard
Hunt located in the White House and later turned over certain of these

documents to Mr. Gray for destruction. He also has acknowledged that

he himself retained certain of these documents and later destroyed them
himself. Dean has been a principal witness against President Nixon and
is to date the only individual with first hand knowledge who has accused
the President of any illegal activities. In addition to Mr. Gray, Dean
also dealt with Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen and former
Attorney General Kleindienst in matters relating to the White House
involvement in the Watergate case.
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Prosecutive Action

Dean was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on one count of

Conspiracy to Obstruct Justice. On November 30, 1973, he plead guilty

to this charge. Sentencing is being held in abeyance.

5. JOHN D. EHRLICHMAN

Ehrlichman served as Chief Counsel to the President and later

as Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs. Ehrlichman, aged 49,

was a classmate of former White House Chief of Staff, H. R. ’’Bob”

Haldeman at UCLA in the late 1940’s. Ehrlichman served in President
Nixon’s unsuccessful presidential campaign in 1960 and in 1968 Ehrlichman
served as the Tour Director for the Nixon campaign. He came to the

White House immediately after the inauguration in 1969 as White House
Counsel which position he held until being made Assistant to the President
for Domestic Affairs. Ehrlichman established the in-house investigative

unit officially titled ’’The White House Special Investigations Unit, ” later

to be known as the ’’Plumbers”. One of Ehrlichman’s principal assistants

on the Domestic Council, Egil Krogh, Jr.
,
was installed by Ehrlichman

as the head of the ’’Plumbers Unit”. Ehrlichman is alleged to have approved
the office burglary of Dr. Fielding, the psychiatrist to Daniel Ellsberg.

Ehrlichman resigned on April 30, 1973, at the same time that the President
fired John Dean and also accepted the resignation of H. R. Haldeman.

Prosecutive Action

Ehrlichman was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on March 1,

1974, on one count of Conspiracy to Obstruct Justice, one count of making
a false statement to the FBI, two counts of making false statements to

a Grand Jury and one count of Obstruction of Justice. Ehrlichman plead
not guilty to all counts of the indictment on March 7, 1974.

6. VIRGIL10 RAMON GONZALEZ

One of the five individuals who were arrested inside the Democratic
Party National Headquarters at the Watergate Office Building on June 17,

1972. Gonzalez is a locksmith by trade, living and working in the Miami,
Florida, area. A native of Cuba and reportedly a former member of the

Cuban Secret Service, Gonzalez entered the United States as a permanent
resident in 1954 and was naturalized in 1972. It has been alleged that

Gonzalez was formerly associated with the CIA but this allegation has
been denied by the CIA.
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Prosecutive Action

Gonzalez was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on September 15,

1972, for Conspiracy and Interception of Communications as well as

burglary and other violations of the District of Columbia Code. Gonzalez
plead guilty on January 15, 1973, and on November 9, 1973, was sentenced

to from one to six years in the custody of the Attorney General.

7. HARRY ROBBINS (BOB) HALDEMAN

Former Chief of Staff at the White House and generally reported
to be the most influential of the President's advisors, Haldeman was an
advanceman in the President's 1960 presidential campaign and Chief of

Staff in the President’s 1968 campaign. He came to the White House as
Chief of Staff immediately after the 1968 inaugural and remained in that

position until April 30, 1973, when he resigned simultaneous with John
Ehrlichman and Attorney General Kleindienst. Haldeman is 47 years of

age and was employed as a Vice President with the J. Walter Thompson
Advertising Agency in Los Angeles prior to assuming his duties with

President Nixon.

Prosecutive Action

Haldeman was indicted on March 1, 1974, on one count of

Conspiracy to Obstruct Justice, one count of Obstruction of Justice, and
three counts of Perjury. Haldeman entered not guilty pleas to all counts
of the indictment on March 9, 1974.

8. GEORGE A. HEARING

A Tampa, Florida, accountant who was indicted by a Federal
Grand Jury in Tampa along with Donald Segretti on charges of printing

and conspiring to distribute a bogus letter during the 1972 presidential

campaign.

Prosecutive Action

Indicted by a Federal Grand Jury, Tampa, Florida, May 4, 1973,
on counts of fabricating and distributing illegal campaign literature. Plead
guilty on May 11, 1973, and sentenced on June 15, 1973, to one year in

the custody of the Attorney General. The count on conspiracy was dis-

missed at this time.
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9. E. HOWARD HUNT, JR.

Born October 9, 1918, in Hamburg, New York. A former
employee of the CIA having retired from the Agency in 1970 after more
i-l* a ** OA *• « n ^ o A«nr4 a/\ «»r\ n /\ w\v\1 a**/\J n nn vm /% «y\v* mi 14-n
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basis with the White House through the auspices of Charles Colson, Special

Counsel to the President. Hunt’s involvement with the five subjects

found inside the Watergate complex was established shortly after the

subjects were arrested. It was established that Hunt had assembled
the Cuban-American members of the burglary team who had prior CIA
contacts with Hunt. Hunt was uncooperative with the Bureau agents when
interviewed and gave no information which assisted in the solution of
fVl 1 C? OO C*AutiQ Uitnf f o o nliTrifinc of Whifo tlAncn lntrAltr^rl o £itt ot*o1 nfliorHum o uv/iiv ii>iv> o ut uiv m iiivv^ nuuav mv uiv lu ui u tuv x

very sensitive matters including the ITT affair with specific assignments
relating to Dita Beard, the Eilsberg case, and the collection of intelli-

gence information regarding Senator Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts.
Very sensitive information regarding these activities held in Hunt’s safe

in the Executive Office Building were the cause of John Dean requesting

former Acting Director Gray to assume custody of this material and
allegedly stating it should never see the light of day. Hunt is alleged to

have HomanHeH eiihctantial fnnHc frnm tho Pnmmiffpp +r\ -.‘EU tho
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President and the White House in order to maintain silence in regard to

his activities. Hunt’s wife died on December 8, 1972, in an aircraft

crash in Chicago. Bureau agents recovered $10, 000 in one hundred dollar

bills in Mrs. Hunt’s purse at the time of the crash.

Prosecutive Action

On September 15, 1972, Hunt was indicted by a Federal Grand
Jury in Washington, D. C. ,

on charges of Interception of Communications,
Conspiracy and Burglary. On January 11, 1973, Hunt plead guilty to all

counts and on November 9, 1973, received a sentence of from 30 months
to eight years in the custody of the Attorney General and a $10,000 fine.

Hunt is presently free on bond appealing his sentence in this case.

10. HERBERT W. KALMBACH

Formerly the personal attorney for President Nixon and a partner
in the Los Angeles law firm of Kalmbach, De Marco, Knapp and Chillings-

worth, Kalmbach is also a long time associate of Robert H. Finch, former
Lt. Governor of California and former Secretary of the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare.
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Kalmbach was born October 19, 1921, in Ft. Huron, Michigan,
and graduated from the University of Southern California Law School.

Kalmbach was the Associate Finance Chairman of the 1968 Nixon
presidential campaign and worked directly for Maurice Stans. Kalmbach
also worked as a fund raiser for the President’s re-election prior to

the official establishment of the Committee to Re-Elect the President.

Kalmbach ’s primary involvement in the Watergate affair appears to

have been obstruction of justice through the providing of money to be
used to silence the seven original defendants. He also provided money
to Donald Segretti which was used in illegal campaign activities.

Prosecutive Action

An information was filed in Federal Court, District of Columbia,
on February 25, 1974, charging violations of the Federal corrupt practices
act and a misdemeanor count of promising an Ambassadorship in return
for a campaign contribution. Kalmbach entered a guilty plea to these

counts on February 25, 1974.

11. EGIL E. KROGH, JR.

Krogh joined the White House in May 1969 as an Aide to then

Presidential Counsel John D. Ehrlichman. Krogh had previously worked
for Ehrlichman in a law firm in Seattle, Washington. Krogh also worked
on the Domestic Council of the White House and was involved in such
projects as transportation, narcotics control, corrections and legal

services. Krogh was placed in direct charge of the White House Investi-

gations Unit responsible for the investigation of the leak in the Pentagon
Papers matter and later publicly accepted full responsibility for the

burglary of Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office by members of the

White House ’’Plumbers” group. At the time that Krogh acknowledged his

responsibility for the burglary he was employed as Under Secretary of

Transportation, a post from which he resigned on May 9, 1973.

Prosecutive Action

On November 30, 1973, Krogh entered a guilty plea to one count

of violating the civil rights of Dr. Lewis Fielding, Daniel Ellsberg’s

psychiatrist, in the September 3-4, 1971, break-in at Fielding’s office.

Krogh was sentenced on January 24, 1974, to serve six months of a
two to six year term in the custody of the Attorney General.
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12 . FREDERICK C. LA RUE

A Jackson, Mississippi, businessman who came to Washington in

1969 as a Special Assistant to the President. After the formation of the

Committee to Re-Elect the President LaRue transferred to this Committee
and was an assistant to John Mitchell. In his statement before the Senate

Watergate Committee on July 18, 1973, LaRue admitted that he participated

in the Watergate cover up including helping to deliver cash intended for

the seven defendants in the Watergate burglary trial. LaRue was present

at the March 30, 1972, meeting in Key Biscayne, Florida, where John
Mitchell, Jeb Stuart Magruder, G. Gordon Liddy and LaRue discussed
intelligence plans for the Committee to Re-Elect the President, during

which time Jeb Magruder has stated Mitchell approved Liddy ’s plan for

electronic surveillance coverage of the Democratic National Committee
as well as other illicit campaign tactics. LaRue has also admitted that

he transferred $210, 000 of the Committee to Re-Elect the President’s

money to William O. Bittman, a lawyer for E. Howard Hunt, Jr. ,
one of

the seven original defendants. It was La Rue’s understanding that Bittman
would disburse the money to various defendants in the Watergate case

and their lawyers. Bittman stated that the money was distributed according

to directions he received from John Dean.

Prosecutive Action
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to Obstruct Justice. Sentencing on this plea has been deferred.

13. GEORGE GORDON LIDDY

A former FBI agent from September 1957 to September 1962 who
was also employed as an Assistant District Attorney in New York State

and as a Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury for Law
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Special Assistant on the Domestic Council in the White House. Liddy
left the White House in December 1971 to go to the Committee to Re-
Elect the President in which he served as Legal Counsel and later as
Legal Counsel to the Finance Committee. Liddy was the prime mover in

the scheme to electronically monitor the Democratic National Committee
Headquarters at the Watergate. He devised the original plans and to-

gether with E. Howard Hunt assembled the team which eventually carried
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his intelligence schemes to former Attorney General John Mitchell who
is alleged by John Dean to have approved Liddy’s operations including
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the wiretapping of the Democratic National Committee. Mitchell denies

authorizing the Liddy plan but does not deny that it was discussed with

him. Throughout the entire course of the Watergate investigations and
trials Liddy has refused to cooperate not only with the FBI but with the

Special Prosecutor, the courts, and Congressional Committees.

Prosecutive Action

In the Watergate burglary and wiretapping matter, Liddy was
indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on September 15, 1972, on four counts

including Interception of Communications, Conspiracy and Burglary.

Liddy was found guilty on all counts at a trial which concluded on
January 30, 1973. On March 23, 1973, he was sentenced to serve from
six years eight months to no more than twenty years and a $40,000 fine.

In regard to the Daniel Ellsberg case, Liddy was indicted on March 7,

1974, on one count of conspiracy to violate the civil rights of Dr. Fielding.

Liddy plead innocent on March 14, 1974, and is currently awaiting trial

on these charges. In addition Liddy has been charged with refusing to

testify before a House Committee. He was convicted on this charge on
May 10, 1974, and given a suspended six month sentence.

14. JEB STUART MAGRUDER

A former assistant to H. R. Haldeman and White House
Communications Director Herbert G. Klein from 1969 to 1971 at which
time he was appointed Acting Director of the Committee to Re-Elect the

President and later was made Deputy Director serving under John
Mitchell. Magruder, a graduate of Williams College and the University

of Chicago Business School, worked in advertising and management in

Santa Monica, California, prior to joining the Nixon administration.

He has previously worked as a volunteer in election campaigns of

President Nixon, Senator Barry Goldwater, and former Representative
Donald Rumsfeld. At the time of his indictment Magruder was employed
as Planning Director for the Department of Commerce.

Prosecutive Action

On August 16, 1973, Magruder plead guilty to a one count indict-

ment charging Conspiracy to Obstruct Justice. On May 21, 1974, Magruder
was sentenced to from ten months to four years in Federal custody.
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15. ROBERT C. MARDIAN

Former Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security Division,

Department of Justice. Mardian resigned from his position as Assistant
Attorney General in April of 1972 to join the Committee for the Re-Election
of the President. His position at the Committee was that of Campaign
Coordinator and Political Consultant. Jeb Magruder has testified that

Mardian was present in a meeting in John Mitchell's apartment on June 19,

1972, during which time the destruction of illegal wiretap logs was dis-

cussed. Mardian has testified that four days after the Watergate break-
in G. Gordon Liddy briefed him and Fred LaRue about the Watergate
break-in, the Ellsberg psychiatrist break-in and other matters pertaining
'to the ’’Plumbers" operations. Mardian now resides in Phoenix, Arizona,
where he is President of the Mardian Construction Company. In a state-

ment to FBI agents Mardian acknowledged receiving custody of logs from
FBI wiretaps of White House aides and newspaper reporters which were
undertaken upon White House instructions in an effort to discover the
source of news leaks of highly classified information. Mardian stated
that he turned the logs of these wiretaps over to the White House where they
were located last May as a result of an FBI inquiry instituted by former
Acting Director Ruckelshaus. These logs were found in a safe belonging
to former presidential Domestic Counsel John D. Ehrlichman.

Prosecutive Action

On March 1, 1974, Mardian was indicted on one count of Conspiracy
to Obstruct Justice. On March 9, 1974, he plead not guilty to this charge.
A tentative trial date of September 9, 1974, has been set.

16. EUGENIO ROLANDO MARTINEZ

One of the five subjects apprehended in the Watergate complex on
June 17, 1972. Martinez is alleged to have come to the United States
from Cuba in 1959

fartinez received an immigrant visa to tne
:ates in 1959 and was naturalized in 1970. His naturalization

petition was signed by Bernard L. Barker, also one of the subjects

arrested at the Watergate. Prior to the Watergate break-in Martinez
was employed by the real estate firm of Bernard Barker in Miami,
Florida.
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Prosecutive Action

On September 15, 1972, Martinez was indicted on four counts charging
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1973, Martinez plead guilty to the charges and on November 9, 1973, was
sentenced to from one to six years in the custody of the Attorney General.
On March 7, 1974, Martinez was indicted for conspiracy to violate the

civil rights of Dr. Lewis J. Fielding, a psychiatrist of Daniel Ellsberg
by burglarizing his office. The Grand Jury indictment charged that the
burglary was carried out by Bernard L. Barker, Felipe DeDiego and
Eugenio Martinez, under the supervision of G. Gordon Liddy and E. Howard
Hunt. Trial for this indictment was set for June 17. 1974.

17. JAMES WALTER MC CORD, JR.

A former FBI agent from October 1948 to Februarv 1951 andw if

official with the CIA from 1951 to May of 1970 at which time he retired,

the time of his retirement'

[cCord was one of the five individuals who
were arrested inside TU^Bemocratic National Committee Headquarters
in the Watergate complex on June 17, 1972. At the time of his arrest
McCord was head of McCord Associates in Rockville, Maryland, a company
specializing in security work. McCord was employed at the time of his
arrest and had been so employed since January 1972 as Security Chief
for the Committee to Re-Elect the President. On March 23, 1973, Judge
John J. Sirica produced in open court a letter that McCord had written
charging that there had been a cover up in the Watergate case and that

perjury had been committed during the trial. On March 30, 1973,
Judge Sirica deferred sentencing of McCord until McCord testified before
the Federal Grand Jury and the Senate Watergate Committee. On May 18,

1973, McCord in testimony before the Watergate Committee implicated
by hearsay information that President Nixon himself was involved in

alleged offers of Executive Clemency in return for guilty pleas by
McCord and the other Watergate defendants. McCord also outlined a
series of payments he had received in a covert manner from John J.

Caulfield, a former presidential staff assistant who worked in the office

of John W. Dean III. Caulfield was at that time employed as a Special
Assistant to the Secretary of Treasury for Law Enforcement. McCord
has been critical of the FBI’s investigation into the Watergate matter
stating that if an all out investigation had been conducted the Bureau
would have uncovered the whole story. McCord states he believes the
actions of L. Patrick Gray, former Acting Director of the FBI, thwarted
Bureau agents in fully discharging their investigative duties and thereby
adequately resolving the entire Watergate matter.
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Prosecutive Action

On September 15, 1972, McCord was indicted by a Federal
Grand Jury on four counts charging Interception of Communications,
Conspiracy and Burglary in connection with the Watergate burglary
incident. McCord plead not guilty and at a trial ending January 30,

1973, was found guilty on all counts. On November 9, 1973, he was
sentenced to from one to five years in the custody of the Attorney
General. McCord is presently free on bond pending appeal.

18. JOHN N. MITCHELL

Former Attorney General of the United States from 1969 to 1972,

he left the Attorney General’s post on March 1, 1972, to become Director
of the Committee for the Re-Election of the President. Mitchell resigned
this post on July 1, 1972, citing personal family reasons for leaving the

campaign post. Mitchell was a partner with President Nixon in the

New York law firm of Mudge, Rose, Guthrie, Alexander and Mitchell.

He is 60 years of age having been born on September 5, 1913, in Detroit,

Michigan, and is a graduate of Fordham University Law School. Testi-

mony received in the Senate Watergate Hearings indicated that Mitchell
while still Attorney General was involved in several meetings where
plans for a broad scale campaign of espionage and illicit campaign tactics

against the Democratic Party and its nominee were discussed which
plans were said to have included the electronic surveillance of the

Democratic National Committee Headquarters in the Watergate Complex.
Jeb Stuart Magruder, former Deputy Campaign Manager under John
Mitchell, testified before the Senate Watergate Committee that Mitchell

approved the electronic surveillance project on March 30, 1972, while

in Key Biscayne, Florida.

Prosecutive Action

On March 1, 1974, Mitchell was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury
on seven counts including conspiracy to obstruct justice, two counts of

making false statements to a Federal Grand Jury, one count of perjury,
one count of making false statements to FBI agents and one count of

obstruction of justice. Mitchell plead innocent on March 9, 1974, and a
tentative trial date has been set for September 9, 1974. On April 28,

1974, Mitchell along with former Secretary of Commerce Maurice H.
Stans were acquitted on charges of obstruction of justice in connection

with the Robert Vesco case wherein it was charged that they (Mitchell

and Stans) attempted to influence the Securities and Exchange Commission
to take favorable action for Vesco in litigation that the Securities and
Exchange Commission had undertaken.
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19. KENNETH W. PARKINSON

A prominent Washington attorney who has been active in civic and
legal affairs in the District of Columbia for several years. He is a
past President of the Junior Chamber of Commerce and has served as
an officer of the District of Columbia Bar Association and President
of the Legal Aid Society. Parkinson was retained by the Committee for

the Re-Election of the President immediately following the Watergate
break-in arrests. Parkinson represented the Re-Election Committee
in several suits brought by Democratic Party officials. Parkinson also
sat in on FBI interviews with Re-Election Committee employees and it

was alleged that at least on one occasion Parkinson confronted an
employee and accused her of talking to the FBI without his authority.

Prosecutive Action

On March 1, 1974, Parkinson was indicted by a Federal Grand
Jury on one count of conspiracy to obstruct justice and one count of

obstruction of justice. Parkinson plead not guilty on March 9, 1974.

A trial date of September 9, 1974, was set.

20. HERBERT L. PORTER

Former Scheduling Director, Committee for the Re-Election of

the President, Porter testified before the Senate Watergate Committee
on June 7, 1973. Porter advised the Committee that Jeb Magruder,
former Deputy Director of the Nixon campaign asked him (Porter) to

tell a fabricated story about what happened to $100,000 in cash given to

convicted Watergate conspirator G. Gordon Liddy. Porter also admitted
that he had related the false account of how the funds were used to the

FBI and to the Watergate Federal Grand Jury.

Prosecutive Action

On January 28, 1974, Porter plead guilty to a one count
information charging false statements to FBI agents. He was sentenced
on April li, 1974, to serve 30 days of a five to fifteen month sentence.

Porter was released from custody on May 20, 1974.
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21 DONALD H. SEGRETTI

A California attorney born in San Marino, California, in 1941 and
educated at the University of Southern California. At the University of

Southern California Segretti became acquainted with Dwight Chapin,
former Appointments Secretary to President Nixon. Segretti served in

a legal position with the Treasury Department in Washington, D. C.

,

and later joined the U. S. Army where he served as an attorney in

the Judge Advocate’s General Corps. Herbert Kalmbach, former
personal attorney to President Nixon has advised Bureau agents that

Segretti was brought to his attention by Dwight Chapin and that he met
with Segretti on Chapin’s instructions in August or September 1971 as
Segretti was leaving the Army. Chapin instructed Kalmbach to pay
Segretti $16, 000 per year and expenses out of campaign contributions

collected before the April 7, 1972, law requiring campaign contribution

disclosure became effective. Segretti in testimony before the Senate
Watergate Committee on October 3, 1973, confirmed that he had been
hired in the Summer of 1971 by two former University of Southern
California classmates, Dwight Chapin and Gordon Strachan, who were
both then employed by the White House. Segretti advised he was instructed

to perform certain political functions for the re-election of the President.
Segretti stated he considered these functions to be ’’similar to college

pranks which had occurred at the University of Southern California and
that there was nothing improper or illegal in such traditional activities.

”

He was later instructed by Chapin that his duties would consist of various
activities tending to foster a split between the various Democratic hopefuls
and to prevent the Democratic Party from uniting on one candidate.

Segretti stated he had received $45,000 in expense money from Herbert W.
Kalmbach during the period September 1971 to March 1972 and bi-weekly
salary payments of $667 during the same period.

Prosecutive Action

On September 27, 1973, Segretti was indicted by a Federal Grand
Jury in Washington, D. C.

,
on charges of the illegal distribution of false

campaign literature. Segretti plead guilty on October 1, 1973, was sen-
tenced to one year on each count, suspended with six months in the custody
of the Attorney General and probation for three years. Segretti was
released from Federal custody on March 25, 1974.
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22 . GORDON C. STRACHAN

Graduate of the University of Southern California who received his

law degree from the University of California. Strachan worked for

President Nixon’s former law firm in New York for two years before
joining the White House Staff in August 1970 as an Assistant to White
House Chief of Staff H. R. (Bob) Haldeman. Strachan worked for

Haldeman until December 1972 when he became General Counsel for

the United States Information Agency. He assumed that position in

January of 1973 and resigned on April 30, 1973, the same day that

Haldeman resigned his position as White House Chief of Staff. Strachan
served as the liaison representative between Haldeman and the Committee
to Re-Elect the President during 1972 campaign. Jeb Stuart Magruder,
former Deputy Director of the Nixon campaign testified that Strachan was
kept informed of plans to develop a covert intelligence gathering operation

involving break-ins and illegal wiretapping being carried out by the

Re-Election Committee. Magruder also stated that Strachan had been
informed that the operation had been approved and that Strachan was
furnished with copies of ’’Gemstone” materials for transmittal to his

White House superiors. Strachan has testified that Haldeman had told

him on June 20, 1972, three days after the Watergate break-in to ’’make
sure our files are clean". Strachan testified that he destroyed documents
that had been received in the White House from the Re-Election Committee
as a result of that order from Haldeman. Strachan has also stated that he
returned to Frederick C. LaRue, an official of the Re-Election Committee,
$350,000 in cash being kept in the White House. LaRue has testified that

this money was given to the Watergate defendants as part of the "cover up.

"

Prosecutive Action

On March 1, 1974, Strachan was indicted by a Federal Grand
Jury, Washington, D. C.

,
on counts of conspiracy to obstruct justice,

obstruction of justice and making false statements to a Federal Grand
Jury. Strachan plead innocent on March 9, 1974, and a tentative trial date

has been set for September 9, 1974.



23. FRANK ANTHONY STURGIS

(

Sturgis, who was born Frank Anthony Fiorini, later changed
his name to Sturgis, was one of the five defendants arrested during the
Watergate burglary on June 17, 1972. Sturgis is a Miami resident and
the operator of the Hampton Roads Salvage Company in Miami. He is

a long time associate of fellow Watergate defendants Bernard L. Barker
and Eugenio Martinez. Sturgis lost his U. S. citizenship in 1960 when
he enlisted in the armed forces of a foreign nation (the Cuban Army).
He has been involved with the International Anti-Communist Brigade
and other antid

Sturgis has declined to cooperate with BureatHIgen!
investigating the Watergate matters.

Prosecutive Action

Sturgis was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury on September 15,
1972, on counts of Interception of Communications, Conspiracy and
Burglary. He plead guilty on January 15, 1973, and was sentenced on
November 9, 1973, to serve to from one to four years. Sturgis was
freed pending an appeal on January 18, 1974.
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APPENDIX C

EXPLANATORY NOTES AND DOCUMENTATION

1. Airtel from Acting Director FBI, to SACs Washington Field,

Atlanta, Alexandria, Baltimore, Boston, Kansas City, New York, and
Philadelphia; captioned ’’James Walter McCord, Jr.

;
Bernard L.

Barker, et al.
,
Burglary of Democratic Party National Headquarters,

6/17/72, Interception of Communications - Conspiracy,” Bureau file

No. 139-4089.

2. ’’Plumbers” is a name given the White House Special Investigations

Unit. The Unit was under the direction of Egil Krogh.

3. General Investigative Division Inspection; Inspector W. M. Mooney,
Report dated 8/10/73, Pages 69-77.

4. W. M. Felt to Walters memorandum, dated 5/22/73, captioned

’’Watergate. ”

5. L. M. Walters to Felt memorandum, dated 5/23/73, captioned
’’Watergate. ”

6. Memorandum to Mr. Archibald Cox, Special Prosecuting Attorney,

from Acting Director FBI, dated 6/7/73, captioned ’’Watergate - Events
at Initial Stage of Case. ”

7. Inspector James Joseph O’Connor to Mr. Jacobson memorandum,
dated 6/26/73, captioned ’’Watergate - Analysis of Possible Involvement
by L. Patrick Gray. ”

8. Letter to Special Prosecutor’s Office, from Director, FBI, dated

4/10/74, captioned ’’Confirmation Hearings of L. Patrick Gray III.”

9. For comments and/or criticisms in this general area see Transcript
of White House Tapes

,
pages 258-259, 821-822; Transcript of Silbert

Confirmation Hearings
,
pages 38-39, 97-99; Report of Senate Watergate

Hearings
,
pages 940-941, 944-945, 3478-3482; A Piece of Tape: The

Watergate Story: Fact or Fiction by James W. McCord, pages 66, 236-237,

312-313, 324; All The President’s Men by Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward,
pages 172, 232; Watergate: The Full Inside Story by Lewis Chester, Et Al,

pages 182, 186; L. Patrick Gray III, Senate Confirmation Hearings,
pages 45-46, 57, 304, 331-332, 334-339, 345, 347, 358, 361, 375, 619,

653, 692-693.
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10. See Silbert Hearings, Op. cit.
,
pages 81-82, 84, 154-161; Senate

Watergate Hearings, Op. cit., pages 3485, 3848-3849; McCord, Op. cit.,

pages 39, 43, 65-66; Bernstein and Woodward, Op. cit., pages 41, 67,

172; Gray Hearings, Op. cit.
,
pages 334-336, 345.

11. See White House Transcript, Op. cit.
,
pages 270-271; Silbert

Hearings, Op. cit.
,
pages 37-43; Senate Watergate Hearings, Op. cit.

,

page 3467; Bernstein and Woodward, Op. cit.
,
page 232; Chester, Op. cit.

,

page 183; Gray Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit., pages 328, 350-354,

676, 692; ’’The Judge Who Tried Harder” by George V. Higgins in ’’The

Atlantic Magazine”, April 1974, page 103.

12. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit.
,
pages 185-186; Silbert

Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit.
,
page 32; Senate Watergate Hearings,

Op. cit., pages 963, 3485-3486, 3554-3555, 3582, 3790; McCord, Op.
cit.

,
page 39.

13. See Silbert Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit., pages 57-58, 104,

179-183; Chester, Op. cit.
,
page 186; Bernstein and Woodward, Op. cit.

,

pages 29-31, 35.

14. See Silbert Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit., pages 15-16, 32;

Senate Watergate Hearings, Op. cit., pages 3521, 3848-3849; McCord,
Op. cit., pages 37-38, 40; Bernstein and Woodward, Op. cit., page 173.

15. See Silbert Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit. , page 64; Bernstein
and Woodward, Op. cit.

,
page 200.

16. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit. ,
page 56-57; Silbert Con-

firmation Hearings, Op. cit.
,
pages 99-101; Senate Watergate Hearings,

Op. cit., pages 3548, 3595-3596, 3651-3652; McCord, Op. cit., pages
25-26 (McCord states that he installed two electronic devices on the

telephones in the Democratic National Committee Headquarters, Watergate
Office Building, that were not detected or removed by the FBI; the first

was removed in December 1972 from the telephone of Spencer Oliver and
the second was not removed until April 1973.

)

17. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit.
,
page 381; Silbert Con-

firmation Hearings, Op. cit., 109-110, 116-119, 122-124, 126-127, 132,

135-136; Senate Watergate Hearings, Op. cit., pages 3551-3552, 3620-

3621; Bernstein and Woodward, op. cit., pages 18, 29-31, 35, 107, 166;

Chester, Op. cit.
,
pages 183-184, 188; Gray Confirmation Hearings, Op.

cit., pages 44, 57-60, 77, 144, 147-148, 177, 214-219, 224, 305-307,

347, 391, 599, 625, 664-665, 691.
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)

18. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit.
,
pages 131-132, 185-186,

821-822, 865, 1218; Silbert Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit., pages 43-44,

124-125; Senate Watergate Hearings, Op. cit., pages 3450-3467 (re CIA
connection), 3467-3472 (re John Dean and Hunt files), 3624-3625; McCord,
Op. cit.

,
pages XI, 40, 228-229, 237, 319; Bernstein and Woodward,

Op. cit. , pages 107, 146, 166, 230; Chester, Op. cit. , 189, 204;

Higgins, Op. cit. , 102-103; also see pages listed in Footnote 17, supra,

re Gray Confirmation Hearings regarding Donald Segretti matter.

19. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit.
,
page 88; Senate Confirmation

Hearings, Op. cit., pages 124-126; Bernstein and Woodward, Op. cit.,

pages 66, 146, 165, 270.

20. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit.
,
pages 185-186; Silbert Con-

firmation Hearings, Op. cit.
,
pages 135-136; Senate Watergate Hearings,

Op, cit.
,
pages 940-941, 3532; Bernstein and Woodward, Op. cit.

,

pages 153, 157; Gray Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit.
,
pages 227, 280.

21. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit.
,
pages 185-186; Silbert Con-

firmation Hearings, Op. cit., pages 11-12, 23, 25, 29, 35-37, 51-53,

65, 73-74, 110-115, 127, 132, 171, 173, 175, 186, 188; Senate Watergate
Hearings, Op. cit.

,
pages 3560-3567, 3620-3625; McCord, Op. cit.

,

pages XI, XV, 35, 39, 234-235, 237-238, 315-316, 319, 325-327;
Bernstein and Woodward, Op. cit., pages 127; Chester, pages 166-167.

22. See Silbert Confirmation Hearings, Op. cit. , pages 63-72; Senate
Watergate Hearings, Op. cit.

,
pages 3403-3449, 3815, 3450-3467, 3648,

3821-3822; McCord, Op. cit.
,
pages 49-51; Bernstein and Woodward,

Op. cit,, pages 73, 318; Chester, Op. cit., 186-192, 214, 225, 226-227.

23. See White House Transcripts, Op. cit.
,
pages 128-129 (This is a

conversation between the President and White House Counsel John Dean in

which they are discussing the supposed political use of the FBI by the

Johnson Administration. During this conversation the President states

"How bad would it hurt the country, John, to have the FBI so terribly

damaged?" Dean replies, "Do you mind if I take this back and kick it

around with Dick Moore? These other questions. I think it would
be damaging to the FBI, but may be it is time to shake the FBI and re-
build it. I am not so sure that the FBI is everything it is cracked up to

be. I am convinced that the FBI isn’t everything the public thinks it is. ")

Pages 185-186 (In this conversation between the President and John Dean
they are discussing the adequacy of the investigation and the performance
of Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen. The President states to
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Dean "Do you honestly feel that he did an adequate job?” Dean replied,

’’They ran that investigation out to the fullest extend they could follow

a lead and that was it.” The President then asked ’’But the way point is,

where I suppose he could be criticized for not doing an adequate job.

Why didn’t he call Haldeman? Why didn’t he get a statement from Colson?
Oh, they did get Colson!” Dean then stated, ’’That’s right. But as based
on their FBI interviews, there was no reason to follow up. There were
no leads there. Colson said, ’I have no knowledge of this’ to the FBI.
Strachan said, ’I have no knowledge. ’ They didn’t ask Strachan any
questions about Watergate. They asked him about Segretti. They said,

’what is your connection with Liddy?’ Strachan just said, ’Well, I met
him over there. ’ They never really pressed him. Strachan appeared,
as a result of some coaching, to be the dumbest paper pusher in the
bowels of the White House. ” Pages 270-271 (In this conversation between
the President, Mr. Haldeman, Mr. Ehrlichman, Mr. Dean and Mr. Mitchell
on March 22, 1973, they discussed the testimony of L. Patrick Gray HI
during his Senate confirmation hearing indicating that John Dean probably
lied to FBI agents about whether or not Howard Hunt had an office in the

White House. Dean states to the President that he had indicated that he
would check it out and that the agent had asked if he could see the office

and that Dean had told him that he would have to check it out. Dean is

complaining that the headlines will state ’’Gray says Dean lies. ” And
the President indicates that Mr. Gray probably misunderstood the question
and Mitchell states ’’Another factor — those agents may not have reported
it exactly.”) Pages 338, 566-567 (In this conversation between the President,
Haldeman and Ehrlichman on April 14, 1973, the adequacy of Ehrlichman’s
inquiry into the Watergate cover up is being discussed. Haldeman states

’’Did you review the FBI files?” Ehrlichman ”No. ” Haldeman, ’’Why not?
That’s the original source you said was the most extensive investigation

in history. Why the hell didn’t you look at it?” Ehrlichman, ”1 didn’t look
at because I didn’t need to look at it. I got a summary. ” Later in this

conversation Ehrlichman indicates that the summary he reviewed was a
Justice Department summary and that he did not attempt to duplicate the
inquiry that had been conducted by the U. S. Attorney, the Federal Grand
Jury or the Justice Department. ) Pages 1216-1220. (These pages reflect
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